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Abstract

Computer Aided Design (CAD) is a powerful tool for designing parametric geometry. However, many CAD models of current configurations are constructed in previous generations of CAD systems, which represent the configuration simply as a collection of surfaces instead of as a parametrized solid model. But since many modern analysis techniques take advantage of a parametrization, one often has to re-engineer the configuration into a parametric model. The objective here is to generate an efficient, robust, and accurate method for fitting parametric models to a cloud of points. The process uses a gradient-based optimization technique, which is applied to the whole cloud, without the need to segment or classify the points in the cloud \textit{a priori}.

First, for the points associated with any component, a variant of the Levenberg-Marquardt gradient-based optimization method (ILM) is used to find the set of model parameters that minimizes the least-square errors between the model and the points. The efficiency of the ILM algorithm is greatly improved through the use of analytic geometric sensitivities and sparse matrix techniques. Second, for cases in which one does not know \textit{a priori} the correspondences between points in the cloud and the geometry model’s components, an efficient initialization and classification algorithm is introduced. While this technique works well once the configuration is close enough, it occasionally fails when the initial parametrized configuration is too far from the cloud of points. To circumvent this problem, the objective function is modified, which has yielded good results for all cases tested.

This technique is applied to a series of increasingly complex configurations. The final configuration represents a full transport aircraft configuration, with a wing, fuselage, empennage, and engines. Although only applied to aerospace applications, the technique is general enough to be applicable in any domain for which basic parametrized models are available.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools have evolved over the past several decades from simple 2D drawing tools to parametric design tools in 3D. The use of these models has greatly enhanced the design and analysis process in many fields, such as mechanical manufacturing, CFD, and so on. Unfortunately, many computer-based models of current configurations are constructed in the previous generation of CAD systems, resulting simply in surface definitions. To apply many modern analysis processes to the configuration, it requires that one re-engineer the configuration into a parametric model. For example, for data exchange or manufacturing purposes, the initial CAD parametric data may be unavailable, lost, or no longer corresponds to the original CAD model if the 3D mesh is deformed by another designer or after a numerical simulation process.[3] Moreover, interoperability among heterogeneous CAD systems is also an important issue. The problem stems from the distinct modeling units of each CAD system.[22]

For regenerating a geometric model, freeform parametric surface (NUBRS) fitting to a cloud of point is a fundamental method.[23] However, this method uses a group of discrete surfaces/curves for representing the geometry. It has two disadvantages: because there
are only design parameters for each surface/curve, the effect of design parameters to the
features of the whole geometry model (such sensitivity) can not be obtained; and the
group of discrete surfaces/curves may not match each other at the connections areas (has
gaps between surfaces/curves).

Therefore, for overcoming there disadvantages, in this paper, an efficient, robust and
accurate method for generating parametric models from a cloud of point has been devel-
oped, using an optimization method applied to the whole data at the same time; there is
no need to segment or classify the cloud points.

1.1 Objective

The objective of this work is to find the design parameters associated with a parametric
solid model that best-fits a cloud of points, and to do so efficiently and accurately.

Fitting parametric geometry models is a typical problem in many fields, such as: reverse
engineering, data exchange, parametric reconstruction, and so on. The fitting of aircraft
parametric models requires more efficiency and accuracy due to the large number of points
and complicated shapes. These are introduced in Chapter 1.

An optimization technique is used for the fitting process. Gradient-based and heuristics
optimization techniques contain many specific algorithms. Based on the different advan-
tages and disadvantages for each method, the new optimization algorithm is developed
for fitting the parametric models. It is the combination of gradient-based optimization
and heuristics optimization. The main optimization technique and the other application
of the new optimization algorithm are explained in Chapter 2.

The new optimization algorithm is applied to fitting a parametric model to a cloud of
points. The simplified demonstrations are discussed in Chapter 3. The more general
parametric model fitting problems is introduced in Chapter 4. This includes the initialization and classification techniques. For accommodating less accurate initial guesses of the design parameters, the original objective function for optimization is modified. This is also discussed in Chapter 4.

The large number of points (in the cloud) and the many design parameters in aircraft require an efficient way of generating parametric models. A secondary objective is to design a parametric geometry generator that is able to efficiently, robustly, and accurately fit a cloud of points and output geometric parameters. The framework for doing this is discussed in Chapter 5.

Finally Chapter 6 provides a summary, the major conclusions, and suggested areas for future work.

1.2 Parametric Models Generation

As stated, parametric models are often used to analyze aircraft designs. In order to do so, it is important to understand the definition of parametric models, and to survey the different applications in which the generation of parametric models have been successful. Figure 1.1 is the schematic diagram of a parametric aircraft model from a generated from a cloud of points.
Chapter 1. Introduction

To start, the idea of parametric models must be defined, but a formal definition is difficult to find. In statistics, Bickel and Doksum state [24] that a parametric model or parametric family or finite-dimensional model is a family of distributions that can be described using a finite number of parameters. These parameters are usually collected together to form a single $k$-dimensional parameter vector $\theta = (\theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots, \theta_k)$. In the geometric field, the parametric model means the features of the geometries. Mantyla and Nau [25] states that features are defined to be parametric shapes associated with attributes such as: intrinsic geometric parameters (length, width, depth etc.), position and orientation, geometric tolerances, material properties, and references to other features. Parametric feature-based modeling is frequently combined with constructive binary solid geometry (CSG) to fully describe systems of complex objects in engineering. In our specific problem, the generation of parametric models is focused on the geometric parameters.

As stated, the generation of parametric geometry models has been applied in many fields, including: reverse engineering [26], data exchange [27], parametric reconstruction [8], geometry fitting [28], and aircraft analysis [29]. The application of parametric models generation is discussed in these fields in the following section.
1.2.1 Reverse Engineering

Generating parametric geometry models is a typical problem in reverse engineering. Before applying the generation of parametric geometry models in reverse engineering, it is important to understand the definition and the contents of reverse engineering. Reverse engineering is accomplished in three steps: part digitizing, features extraction, and CAD modeling. [30]

- Part digitization: acquire point coordinates from real geometry model surfaces
- Features extraction: choose the mathematical functions to model the geometry
- CAD modeling: generate the CAD models based on parametric model

Generally, it starts with measuring an existing object using a laser scanner, and then the measuring data is used to construct a surface or solid model [31]. Although the reverse engineering process may seem to be the opposite of the conventional manufacturing process, in truth the overall concept of the two are quite similar, as shown in Figure 1.2.

![Figure 1.2: Conventional manufacturing and reverse engineering sequences. (Top) Conventional manufacturing sequence; (Bottom) reverse engineering manufacturing sequence [1]](image)
Reverse engineering can be applied to complex surface generating and solid modeling. It plays an important role in reconstruction of a surface and significantly reduces the reconstruction time and the costs of the part duplication [2]. There are many cases that one needs reversing engineering to generate parametric models from existing model. Puntambekar [1] summarized five instances for the applications of reverse engineering:

- **New Design**: The new design starts from a clay model, created either by an artist or iteratively formed through extensive model analysis, e.g. aerodynamic design of a vehicle, gas passages in an engine cylinder block.

- **Old Parts Redesign**: The drawings for a particular part in a machine may no longer be available, and reverse engineering may be the only way to reproduce such parts, e.g. machines manufactured years ago.

- **Worn or Damaged Parts**: If a certain machine component is worn out or damaged, and the drawings are not immediately available or are untraceable, the part can be quickly digitized and reverse engineered to restart the production rather than wait for the new component to arrive, e.g. parts on demand.

- **Inspection**: Samples from a production run can be taken and digitized to construct a CAD model which represents the actual manufactured model, and can be used for inspection purposes. This can be compared against the original CAD model in the database, and the tolerances on the dimensions can also be checked.

- **Replicating Components**: Acquired in this case, the drawings are not being available and such components, if needed, must be reverse engineered.

Zhou [2] presented a new approach to the reconstruction of a surface. The proposed methodology finds the basic parts of the surface and blends surfaces between them. Each basic geometric part is divided into triangular patches that are compared using normal
vectors for face grouping. Each basic geometric surface is then implemented to the infini-
tive surface. The infinitive surface intersections are trimmed by boundary representation
model reconstruction. (such as in Figure 1.3)

Figure 1.3: Overall procedure for the automatic solid data reconstruction. [2]

However, this method has several disadvantages, such as computational inefficiency be-
cause of classifying the points and segment. And it also cannot get the geometric param-
ter information from the process. Roseline [3] presented an automatic and comprehensive
retro-engineering process dedicated mainly to 3D meshes obtained initially by mechanical
object discretization. The process involves three steps. See Figure 1.4 However, this is
just sample geometric primitives revolution and reconstruction. It cannot generate the
complex models, such as airplane in one step and output the geometry feature that is
important in aircraft design.
• Primitive extraction: in this step, the idea is first to detect the type of geometric primitive (i.e. a plane, sphere, cylinder or cone) that corresponds locally to the 3D mesh and to then compute the parameters which give the best fit. The method is based on differential geometry operators that characterize the local 3D shape.

• Wire construction: this is a key complex problem. It defines the relationship between all the extracted geometric primitives, which is subsequently used to compute intersection curves between two geometric primitives. Then all of these curves are combined to build a continuous wire in a consistent way.

• B-Rep creation: the B-Rep construction is presented. It consists of combining the information extracted or reconstructed during the two previous steps to construct a consistent model.

Huang and Menq [32] developed a systematic scheme and novel technologies to automatically reconstruct a CAD model from a set of points in a cloud scanned from the boundary surface of an existing object. The proposed scheme is composed of three major steps.

• Multiple input point clouds are incrementally integrated into a watertight triangle mesh to recover the object shape.
• Mesh segmentation is applied to the triangle mesh to extract individual geometric feature surfaces.

• The manifold topology describing the connectivity information between different geometric surfaces is automatically extracted and the mathematical description of each geometric feature is computed.

The computed topology and geometry information represented in the ACIS modeling kernel form a CAD model that may be used for various downstream applications. Compared with prior work, the proposed approach has the advantage that the processes of recognizing geometric features and of reconstructing CAD models are fully automated.

The object recognition in complex real environments in the presence of occlusion and clutter is a challenging task in reverse engineering. Bohm and Brenner [4] presented an object recognition process which is based on a CAD model of the object. Curvature information derived from the CAD model is used to support the feature extraction process. Reliable estimates of surface curvature are obtained from range images using a least-squares surface fitting algorithm. Figure 1.5 shows the feature extraction result from this method.

![Figure 1.5: Feature extraction on self-created part.](image)

(a) wireframe display of the CAD model  (b) range image of the part  (c) the extracted surface patches from sensor data
Syed and Mohammed [33] developed a novel local surface description technique for automatic three dimensional (3D) object recognition. Fehr and Beksi [34] introduced techniques from other fields, such as image processing, into 3D point cloud processing in order to improve rendering, classification, and recognition. Li and Dong [35] proposed a method for object recognition based on Region of Interest (ROI) and Optimal Bag of Words model.

Geometry generated by parametric model has to be fitted to this point data. [1] Key research areas that still need further work before general-purpose reverse engineering becomes widely available include: improving data capture and calibration, coping with noise, merging views, coping with gaps in the data, reliable segmentation, fair surface fitting, recognizing natural or human-intended structure of the geometry of the object, and finally ensuring that consistent models are built. [26]

Model generation from the point data is a crucial step in the reverse engineering process. All the research above is based on generating the geometry model by a collection of surfaces. There may be gaps between the surfaces in the fitting result, and the impact of design parameters to the features of the whole geometry model is missed. The technique developed in this paper is aimed to overcome these problems. The data points will be fitted by one parametric geometry model directly, as opposed to as several discrete surfaces.

1.2.2 CAD Data Exchange

CAD Data exchange is a general field that geometry generation has wildly used. As complex geometric models require more concurrent engineering and faster response to the market demand, more communication between different systems is required. Most
CAD/CAM systems for different design fields are usually running on different environments and require different levels of support. And different CAD/CAM systems are very often found using different formats to display their drawing files, implying that a drawing developed by a system can sometimes not be represented by another system. This kind of problem usually involves a huge amount of data, different formats, and proprietary platforms. So, regenerating models in different system is a crucial research area in CAD data exchanging.

In order to communicate between different CAD/CAM systems, Chao and Wang [27] proposed a framework to exchange data between different CAD/CAM users. This framework consists of four parts: client databases, an index server, a CAD data format translator, and a file sharing control module. The architecture can be either built on the Internet or on intranet of a company. The CAD data format translator is developed to translate files of different formats into the STEP format. Xiao and Zheng [5] comprehensively studied the STEP-compliant systems and summarized their frameworks and criteria. A real STEP-NC data flow between a STEP-compliant CAD/CAM system and a STEP-CNC system is developed. (Flowchart is shown as Figure 1.6).
Kim and Pratt [36] suggested an implementational foundation for CAD data exchange with the preservation of design intent, based on the use of newly published parts of the International Standard ISO 10303 (STEP). Tsige-Tamirat and Fischer [37] described the features of the interface program McCad and present an application of the program to ITER torus sector model, which consists of all significant components. STEP-NC (Standard for the Exchange of Product model data) is the programming interface between CAD/CAM and CNC (computer numerical control) systems. Wu and Portheine [6] presented a software interface to automate the data exchange process between CAS and CAD/CAM systems with a voxel-based approach. This interface has to be implemented and integrated in the DISOS-system. The Standard Triangulation Language (STL) file format was chosen as the geometry data exchange format as in Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.6: Framework of the proposed STEP-compliant CAD/CAM system.[5]
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Figure 1.7: The subdivision of a triangle in 2D case.
(a) A triangle with floating coordinates at discretized grid of pixels.
(b) Subdividing triangle by splitting the longest edge.
(c) End of the subdivision when each triangle is smaller than the voxel size and the geometrical centers of each triangle.
(d) Labelling the pixel when it is within the object. [6]

CAD Data exchange also can be achieved by other methods. Mechanical CAD systems usually adopt a hybrid modeling approach in which both explicit and procedural models are utilized for the representation of 3D shapes. Procedural models are robust because they are not subject to the computational errors arising in the calculation of points, curves and surfaces that are characteristic of explicit (e.g., B-rep) models. Kim and Mun [38] described the concept of procedural 2D modeling as a method of representing procedural 2D CAD models in STEP in harmony with other STEP resources. The example of explicit and procedural models is shown in Figure 1.8. The board diagram on the left shows the state of the game at a specific time. However, such a diagram contains no information regarding how that state was arrived at. The overall history of the game is given by the sequence of moves, as shown on the righthand side of Figure 1.8. The state shown on the board diagram can be recovered by following this sequence.
Cheon and Kim [39] presented a new method to translate 3D data reconstructed from a free-hand 2D sketch into an editable form that reflects design intent so that the translated data can be directly used in 3D mechanical CAD systems. The feasibility of the proposed method has been demonstrated through experiments with prototype systems. Li and Kim [22] presented a method for resolving a problem that occurs from the exchange of design data between two different types of CAD systems. The problem stems from the difference in modeling units of the two systems. In this research, the conversion between two different modeling units is processed through direct and indirect mapping. Whyte and Bouchlaghem [40] described three different approaches to translate CAD data to virtual reality. The specific utilization of these approaches are in the 3D building design.

In this section, the researchers rely on diverse methods to exchange the data among different situations. The STEP method has a disadvantage that the original model’s history needs to be provided during the representation process, such as feature tree of basic geometry models, Boolean operations and basic extrusion capabilities. However, this information always is lost during the redesign process. There is no research on how
to transfer data to complicated geometric parameters in one step without using pattern recognition to classify data into different basic parts, such as circle, line, sphere, and so on. In this paper, these problems are solved by the new technique. The data points can be represented through generating a parametric model once without classifying the data into different basic parts. It also does not need the history (feature tree) of the original geometry.

1.2.3 Parametric Model Reconstruction

Parametric model reconstruction is one of the most important problems in CAD, geometric modeling, computer graphics, and CAE. A Boundary Representation (B-Rep) [10] is often used to model objects in a computer. Parametric surface definitions, such as the Non Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) surface, is one of the most commonly used B-Rep surface models to represent free-form objects due to its concise representation scheme.

Stamati and Antonopoulos [41] presented an approach to reconstructing geometry model and applied this approach into reconstructing traditional filigree jewelry. In this approach, the representation scheme for modeling filigree patterns uses elliptical arcs, Bezier segments, spirals, and other curve segments. Ochmann and Vock [42] presented an automatic approach for the reconstruction of parametric 3D building models from indoor point clouds. Yoshihara and Yoshii [8] introduced a procedure for automatically reconstructing an arbitrary topological surface from an unorganized point data set; this surface had three representations, namely, quadrilateral meshes, Catmull-Clark subdivision surfaces, and B-spline surfaces (different representations are shown in Figure 1.9)
Peethambaran and Muthuganapathy [43] introduced the concept of divergent concavity for simple, closed and planar curves and define a proximity graph called shape-hull graph which is capable of capturing the proximity of sample points. This approach for surface reconstruction is simple, non-parametric, single stage and reconstructs topologically correct piecewise linear approximation for divergent concave surfaces. Bauer and Polthier [9] present a complete process for parametric reconstruction of bent tube surfaces and propose a moving least squares method to compute the spine curve of a pipe surface from a point cloud of the surface. The algorithm for parametric reconstruction of bent tube surfaces performs the following steps, depicted in Figure 1.10

- First, the samples of the surface, shown in Fig 1.10 (b), are projected onto the spine curve. This procedure is described in Section 3. The result of this step is shown in Fig 1.10 (c).

- Next, reconstruct a polygonal curve from the spine point cloud using the NN-Crust algorithm of Dey and Kumar [10], as shown in Fig 1.10 (d).

- The polygonal curve is optionally simplified using Eu and Toussaint’s algorithm to reduce the problem complexity for further computations.
• This polygonal curve is then approximated using an arc-line spline Fig 1.10 (e).

• Finally, the parametric description of the bent tube surface is optimized with regard to the least squares distance of the surface to the input samples using the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear optimization method. The final output reconstruction is shown in Fig 1.10 (f).

However, mesh models require significantly more storage. This results in large file size, creating an obstacle for model sharing between networked devices, particularly for wireless communication. So, there are other methods for reconstruction of the parametric models from a cloud of points or mesh. Lai and Yuen [10] proposed a blending scheme which is called a Hybrid PN Parametric Surface to blend a triangular mesh and a NURBS surface together. The blended surfaces are shown in Figure 1.11.
In general, 3D scanned data points are noisy, contain outliers and holes, and have high variations in the point density. Therefore, all the research based on the free form surfaces (NURBS) is sensitive to the noisy data in the cloud of points. It is very easy to generate gaps between two surfaces and miss the geometry features. In this paper, the technique that generation of parametric geometry model (not segments) from a cloud of points at the same time can solve the noisy data problem.

1.2.4 Geometry Model Fitting

Model fitting can be classified as regular shape fitting and freeform parametric surface fitting. Both of them are fitting to the points in a cloud and generally are regarded as an optimization problem. Depending on the application, the conditions to be satisfied can
make the problem difficult to solve using classic methods, and for this reason, stochastic methods, such as genetic algorithms appear to be appropriate. [11, 23, 44]

Sevaux and Mineur [44] solved a curve fitting problem with the objective of generating shapes with specific curvature variations. The genetic algorithm was used as curve fitting method. Galvez and Iglesias [11] presented a novel hybrid evolutionary approach (called IMCH- GAPSO) for B-spline curve reconstruction comprised of two classical bio-inspired techniques: genetic algorithms (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO), accounting for data parameterization and knot placement, respectively. The flowchart is shown as Figure 1.12. The similar researches were done by Zhao, Deng et al [45, 46].

![Figure 1.12: Graphical workflow of the proposed method. [11]](image)

Lin [12] developed the adaptive data fitting algorithms by virtue of the local property of the Progressive-iterative approximation (PIA), which generates the fitting curve by adjusting the control points of a blending curve iteratively. In the adaptive data fitting algorithms, the control points are classified into two classes, namely, active and fixed control points. Only the active control points need to be adjusted in each iteration, thus saving computation greatly. The fitting process is shown in Figure 1.13. Kineri and

Figure 1.13: Fit the model star by the alternate method with a cubic B-spline curve (in red), where the data points not reaching the pre-defined fitting precision error = 10^{-2} are displayed in red. \( \text{iter} \) = the number of the iterations; \( \text{act} \) = the number of the active control points. [12]

Various methods have been proposed to calculate the fitting, e.g. computational geometry methods, support vector machines, and simplex methods. [50–52] But these techniques
have serious limitations and restricted applicability. They usually need to identify different cases and then appropriate manipulation is implemented according to the specific shape or point distribution. Kanatani [53] compared the convergence performance of different numerical schemes for geometric fitting and conclude that FNS exhibited the best convergence performance if initialized by Taubin’s method. Therefore they are very inconvenient to be applied in practice. Gradient based optimization method is an efficient but not robust way for the geometry fitting problem. Flory, Zhang, Zheng and so on [13, 15, 54] applied gradient optimization method into B-spline curve fitting. The process is shown in Figure 1.14. More information will be discussed in the next section.

![Figure 1.14: The L-BFGS fitting method process. [13]](image)

Objective function selecting is also an important problem in geometry fitting. Bo and Ling [23] studied the performance of algorithms for freeform surface fitting when PD, SD and TD error terms are used as quadratic approximations to the squared orthogonal distances...
from data points to the fitting surface. Based on their experimental results, using the TD error term and the SD error term leads to surface fitting algorithms that converge much faster than using the PD error term. Zhang and Gu [14] proposed a curve fitting approach called adaptive moving total least squares (AMTLS) method. This method uses distance between the given points and fitting curve as objective function, as shown in Figure 1.15. Similar research was done by Wang, Flory et al [55, 56]. Pourkarimi and Wang [57, 58] proposed a multiobjective linear programming model for the curve fitting problem. In this model, all of the violations of the corresponding polynomial fitted curve are minimized simultaneously as a vector.

![Figure 1.15: Local approximants of AMTLS. [14]](image)

Instead of fitting geometry models to point of clouds, other researchers focus on fitting geometry models into closed regions. Chaudhuri and Samal [59] introduced a new approach for fitting of a bounding rectangle to closed regions. This is similar with triangles fitting approach which is introduced before section [6]. Zhang and He [15] presented a fast and powerful method to evaluate the Minimum Zone form errors (Figure 1.16) of general complex surfaces. The original minimum optimization is transferred into an unconstrained differentiable minimization problem by exponential penalty functions.
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Geometry fitting is a very important subject of research in fields such as geometric modeling and computer-aided design/manufacturing (CAD/CAM) [28]. Optimization techniques are the main methods for solving this kind of problem. Flory [16] described the fitting problem as an optimization problem and employs an iterative procedure to solve it. The presence of obstacles poses constraints on this minimization process. There are two families of obstacles: first, the point cloud itself is interpreted as obstacle, such as minimum zone form error. Second, arbitrary regions are defined as the fitting must not penetrate. (Figure 1.17) Wang [60] also introduced an approach to fit a geometric shape to image.

Figure 1.16: Minimum zone fitting of complex surfaces. [15]

Figure 1.17: Fitting a cubic B-spline curve to a point cloud in the presence of four general obstacles. For three different initial setups (top row), the corresponding final approximations after 25 iterations (bottom row) are shown. [16]
Galvez [61] presented a new approach for data fitting with B-spline curve. This scheme is based on the idea of considering the internal knots as free variables of the problem, which leads to a very difficult continuous multimodal and multivariate nonlinear optimization problem. To solve this problem, particle swarm optimization (PSO) paradigm is applied to compute an optimal knot vector automatically. The similar researches were done by Galvez [62]. Kang and Chen [63] introduced a framework for computing knots in curve fitting based on a sparse optimization model. This framework consists of two steps: first, from a dense initial knot vector, a set of active knots is selected at which certain order derivative of the spline is discontinuous by solving a sparse optimization problem; second, remove redundant knots and adjust the positions of active knots to obtain the final knot vector. Chou and Cheng [17] proposed an optimized hybrid artificial intelligence model to integrate a fast messy genetic algorithm (fmGA) with a support vector machine (SVM). The flowchart is shown in Figure 1.18.

![Flowchart](image)

**Figure 1.18: GA-based SVM flowchart.** [17]

Optimum design is another application field of optimization method in geometry model fitting. The problem of efficient shape parameterizations is crucial to optimization of geometry and shape that has increasingly come under consideration in practice. Carrizosa
and Morales [64] emphasized some links between mathematical optimization methods and supervised classification. Liu and Shimoda [65] proposed a parameter-free shape optimization method for designing the shapes of stiffened thin-walled or shell structures in the natural vibration problem. The optimal free boundary shapes of either stiffeners or basic structures can be obtained with this method. [18] General optimum design process is shown in Figure 1.19

![Figure 1.19: Basic components of the computer-aided optimum design process. [18]](image)

Previous researchers have focused on a specific step of the geometry fitting problem, either data parameterization (fixed-knots methods) or knot placement (variable knots methods). So far, no evolutionary approach has been successfully applied to the general complex parametric geometry fitting problem that the fitting process will consider the whole data at the same time but not break them into pieces. The propose of the work in this paper is developing the approach that can achieve the goal above.
To sum up, all the geometry generation problem introduced in the above four sections are solved based on traditional method. In that method, the cloud of points is classified into several parts and fitted by discrete surfaces/curves (NURBS). It has several disadvantages:

- The design parameters of discrete surfaces/curves can not present the geometry features of the whole model
- The method is very sensitive to noise in the data. The fitting results of surfaces always have gets between each other.
- Because the geometry model is formed by a bunch of discrete surfaces, the heuristic optimization is the preferred technique during solving this kind problem. But the heuristic method is not as efficient as gradient-based optimization method in generally.

Therefore, a new technique is developed in this parer for solving the problems listed above. In the new technique, the fitting process uses a gradient optimization technique applied to the whole cloud, without the need to segment or classify the cloud points for different faces. The basic elements in geometry model are bodies but not surfaces or curves. The comparison between traditional and new techniques is shown as below:
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1.2.5 Aircraft Parameters Analysis

Aircraft are geometrically complicated models that contains many parameters, such as wing area, aspect ratio, span. The problem regarding aircraft parameters analysis can be classified into two fields. One is the identification of aircraft [29, 66–69]. The other
is the design of aircraft's. My work is more regarding the second part. The basic idea is generating a parametric aircraft model from a cloud of points first, then one can analysis the affect of design parameters to the aircraft geometry shape.

In the analysis and design of aircraft, NURBS and subdivision surfaces are the important design tools. When using polynomial based methods [19] the surface patch is usually generated using a set of control points, by manipulating these control points the surface shape changes. One problem that arises here is that there are often too many control points to manipulate the underlying geometry. Thus, there are much research to develop techniques that allow the user to manipulate the surface effectively using minimum number of controls.

Augsdorfer [70] presented methods for analyzing the magnitude of artifacts in a surface defined by a quadrilateral control mesh and uses the subdivision process as a tool for analysis. The results provided a measure of surface artifacts with respect to initial control point sampling for all B-Splines, quadrilateral box-spline surfaces and regular regions of subdivision surfaces. Athanasopoulos and Ugail [19] present a surface generation tool designed for the construction of aircraft geometry and the surface generation is based on Partial Differential Equations (PDEs). The step of generate aircraft is shown in Figure 1.21.
Figure 1.21: Construction of a generic aircraft shape. (a) Fuselage curves. (b) Two patches fuselage object. (c) The initial curve for the wing. (d) The generating curves of the wing. (e) Wing and fuselage objects blended. (f) The final basic shape of the airplane. [19]

One of the major tasks in the design phase of a new aircraft is the definition of its configuration along with the main geometric characteristics. For an aerodynamic early phase conceptual design, a step before the application of CAD is needed, i.e. a toolbox that will produce generic and parameterized aerodynamic surfaces, which will take into account the special needs and constraints for the conceptual design of an aircraft. Besides the well known general CAD packages, very few are specialized in aircraft design. Byrne and Cardiff [20] combine NASA’s parametric aircraft system (OpenVSP) and a computational fluid dynamics solver (OpenFOAM) with an evolutionary algorithm to generate a variety of optimized and novel designs.
Ledermann and Hanske [21] illustrate how beneficial parametric-associative CAE methods are in aircraft pre-design. The knowledge based geometry can serve as a basis for different domains like structural analysis, computational fluid dynamics, and others. Different kinds aircraft models are shown in Figure 1.23.
For the aircraft parameters analysis problem, an efficient, robust and accurate method for generating parametric aircraft models from a cloud of point is necessary. In my research, using an optimization method applied to the whole data at the same time, but does not segment or classify the cloud points into different type pieces. This will significantly improve the efficiency of algorithm.
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Optimization Techniques

2.1 Introduction

Now that the idea of parametric model generating and its applications has been discussed, optimization technique is the general method for solving this kind problems. In this section, the standard optimization techniques are discussed. These include gradient based optimization method and heuristics optimization methods.

2.1.1 General Format for Optimization Problem

An optimization technique is the selection of a best candidate solution (with regard to some criterion) from some set of available alternatives.[71] In general, an optimization algorithm is a method that finds maximum or minimum of an objective function by changing input parameters from within an allowed set. Figure 2.1 shows two types optimization problems. Figure 2.1a shows the unconstrained optimization problem. In this kind of problem, the input parameters can be changed in global area to minimize or
maximize the objective function. On the other hand, Figure 2.1b shows the constrained optimization problem that the input parameters only can be changed in a constrained area to minimize or maximize the objective function.

For applying optimization techniques, the objective function needs to be defined at first. The standard form for a multi-objective, non-linear, constrained optimization problem is provided in Equation 2.1a below

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize :} & \quad S_{ic}(\vec{\beta}) \quad ic = 1 \ldots m_c \\
\text{subject to :} & \quad C_{1jc}(\vec{\beta}) \leq 0 \quad jc = 1 \ldots n_c \\
& \quad C_{2kc}(\vec{\beta}) = 0 \quad kc = 1 \ldots p_c \\
& \quad \beta_{lcL} \leq \beta_{lc} \leq \beta_{lcU} \quad lc = 1 \ldots q_c
\end{align*}
\]

In Equation 2.1a, \( S_{ic}(\vec{\beta}) \) represents the multiple objective functions with vector parameter \( \vec{\beta} \). Solving a multi-objective optimization problem is sometimes understood as approximating or computing all or a representative set of Pareto optimal solutions. The solution
is called Pareto optimal, if none of the objective functions can be improved in value without degrading some of the other objective values. [72, 73]

Scalarizing a multi-objective optimization problem is an a priori method, which means formulating a single-objective optimization problem such that optimal solutions to the single-objective optimization problem are Pareto optimal solutions to the multi-objective optimization problem.[74] If scalarization is done carefully, Pareto optimality of the solutions obtained can be guaranteed. The most general scalarization of multi-objective optimization problems is linear scalarization (Equation 2.2).

\[
S_{new} = \min_{\beta_{lcL} \leq \beta_c \leq \beta_{lcU}} \sum_{i=1}^{mc} w_{ic} \cdot S_{ic}(\vec{\beta})
\]

(2.2)

where the weights of the objectives \( w_{ic} > 0 \) are the parameters of the scalarization.

In Equation 2.1b, \( C_{1jc}(\vec{\beta}) \) is an inequality constraint and \( C_{2kc}(\vec{\beta}) \) is an equality constraint function. The vector \( \vec{\beta} \) represents the \( q \) design variables that are modified to obtain the optimum of objective function. The ranges of design parameters are defined by the upper and lower bounds of the design variables \( \beta_{lcL} \) and \( \beta_{lcU} \). In the general case, the objective and constraint functions can be linear or non-linear functions. [75].

For the generation of parametric model from a cloud of points, the problem is mathematized as single objective function and un-constraint optimization problem. Therefore, in this thesis, the solution for this kind problem is concerned. For minimizing/maximizing the single un-constraint objective function, the gradient-based [76] and heuristics [77] optimization algorithms will be introduced in the following section.


2.1.2 Test Function for Optimization Technique

For comparing the different optimization algorithm, Modified Styblinski-Tang function is used as the test function. The original Styblinski-Tang function is shown as Equation 2.3 and its 3D plot is shown in Figure 2.2.

\[ S(\vec{\beta}) = \sum_{i=1}^{2} \beta_i^4 - 16\beta_i^2 + 5\beta_i \]  

(2.3)

where, \( \vec{\beta} \) is the parameters need to be optimized. The global minimum is \( \vec{\beta} = [-2.903534, -2.903534] \)

Because the Levenberg-Marquardt method (will be introduced in Section 2.3.3) will take the structural advantage of least square problem, the original Styblinski-Tang need be squared. Moreover, for keeping the shape of Styblinski-Tang function (3 local minimum and 1 global minimum), a constant (choose 80 here) is need to add to the original Styblinski-Tang. The Modified Styblinski-Tang function is shown as Equation 2.4 and
its 3D plot is shown as Figure 2.3. As shown in the figure, there are 4 minimum values in the Styblinski-Tang function and the global minimum value is one of them. Therefore, Modified Styblinski-Tang (MST) function is a good choice for testing the performance of optimization algorithm (Gradient decent, Newton’s, Levenberg-Marquardt, Improved Levenberg-Marquardt).

\[
S(\vec{\beta}) = \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{2} \beta_i^4 - 16 \beta_i^2 + 5 \beta_i}{2} + 80 \right)^2
\]

where, \( \vec{\beta} \) is the parameters need to be optimized. The global minimum is same as the original Styblinski-Tang function

\[
\vec{\beta} = [-2.903534, -2.903534]
\]
2.2 Heuristics Methods

The general optimization method for solving the global minimum problem is heuristics optimization method. A heuristic method is a function that ranks alternatives in search algorithms at each branching step based on available information to decide which branch to follow. For example, it may approximate the exact solution. However, it is not guaranteed mathematically to find the solution. For demonstrating how heuristics optimization method works, simulated annealing (SA) method is applied. The reason of choosing SA is that the basic idea of SA (accept not too bad results) will be borrowed into gradient based method for solving the generation parametric model problem later.

2.2.1 Simulated Annealing algorithm

Simulated annealing (SA) was originally motivated by the process of physical annealing in metal work and successfully used in optimization. SA uses a Metropolis criterion to have a better chance to obtain the global minimum and escape from being trapped in a local minimum energy state. It interprets slow cooling as a slow decrease in the probability of accepting worse solutions as it explores the solution space. Accepting worse solutions is a fundamental property of heuristics because it allows for a more extensive search for the optimal solution.

In SA algorithm, there are several parameters need to be clarified. The energy state $E$ is the same as the objective function. The parameter settings of the SA algorithm include: the initial temperature $T_0$, the freezing temperature $T_f$, the design variables $X_0$, the energy state of $X_0$ as $E(X_0)$, and the temperature decrement factor $K$.

The SA generates a random perturbation that displaces a particle (moving the configuration of $X_0$ to the other configuration, $X_i$). If the new configuration has a lower
energy state, the move is accepted \((X_0 = X_i, E(X_i) = E(X_0))\). Otherwise, the move is accepted, with the acceptance probability of the Metropolis criterion.

For any given finite problem, the probability that the simulated annealing algorithm terminates with a global optimal solution approaches 1 as the annealing schedule is extended. This theoretical result, however, is not particularly helpful, since the time required to ensure a significant probability of success will usually exceed the time required for a complete search of the solution space. [84]

The pseudocode of Simulated Annealing algorithm is shown as below:

Let \(X = X_0\)

For \(i = 1\) through \(i_{\text{max}}\)

- Pick a random neighbour, \(X_{\text{new}} = \text{neighbour}(X)\)
- If \(P(E(X), E(X_{\text{new}}), T) > \text{random}(0, 1)\)
  - \(X = X_{\text{new}}\)

Output: the final state \(X\)

The probability function of \(P\) is as Equation 2.5.

\[
P = \exp\left(-\frac{E(X_i) - E(X_0)}{KT}\right) = \exp\left(-\frac{\Delta E}{T}\right) \tag{2.5}
\]

Applying the SA method into optimizing the modified Styblinski-Tang function, the probability function 2.5 becomes Equation 2.6:

\[
P = \exp\left(-\frac{S(\bar{\beta}^{(i+1)}) - S(\bar{\beta}^{(i)})}{KT}\right) = \exp\left(-\frac{\Delta S}{T}\right) \tag{2.6}
\]

After applying the SA method, the optimization iterations is shown in the Figure 2.4. The red lines are the trajectory of optimization process and the blue star is the global
minimum of the objective function. For the simulated annealing method, the optimization process stopped at the global minimum value and the parameter $\vec{\beta}$ is very close to the correct value. However, there are too many iterations during the optimization process. Because only the objective function is calculated during each iteration, the number of function evaluations is same as the iteration number for the SA method. In this specific case, the function evaluation is 825.

The log of objective function value after each iteration is shown in Figure 2.5. The objective value has large fluctuations at the beginning, and the fluctuation value is reduced during the optimization process. This is the basic idea of SA method that accepted some "uphill" values at the beginning. At the end, only "downhill" steps are accepted. This idea will be borrowed into gradient based optimization method in later section.
Although, the SA method can find the global minimum value of the objective function, there is no guarantee that will be achieved every time. This means the SA algorithm (heuristic method) cannot get the exactly same results when run the same problem twice. Moreover, there are also a lot of function evaluations during the optimization process when using the SA method. Therefore, gradient based optimization algorithms need to be considered for improved the robustness and accuracy of the optimization.

2.3 Gradient Based Methods

Gradient-based optimizations [85–87] that use derivatives information are widely used in many kinds of problems, such as: mechanics [88–93], economics [94–97], control engineering [98–103], traffic assignment [104] problem and so on. As indicated by the name,
gradient-based optimization techniques make use of gradient information to find the minimum/maximum solution of the objective function. The benefit of these techniques is that search direction [105, 106] information provided by the gradient.

### 2.3.1 Gradient Decent Method

Gradient descent is a first-order iterative optimization algorithm. To find a local minimum of a function using gradient descent, one takes steps proportional to the negative of the gradient (or of the approximate gradient) of the function at the current point. This can be expressed as Equation 2.7

$$\vec{\beta}^{(s+1)} = \vec{\beta}^{(s)} - \gamma S' (\vec{\beta}^{(s)})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

where $\vec{\beta}$ is the design variable, $(s)$ is the number of iterations, $\gamma$ is the step size as a constant number. For making sure the optimizer does not pass over the minimum value, $\gamma$ should be set as a small number. $S'$ is the first derivative of objective function.

Figure 2.6 shows several iterations after applying the gradient decent method (using first derivative information for providing the search direction) for optimizing modified Styblinski-Tang function. In the Figure 2.6a, $\beta^{(0)}...\beta^{(4)}$ are the result parameters of each search step. Red arrows are the search direction for each step. Because the search direction is decided by the gradient information, the search direction at each step is perpendicular to the isogradient line at that step. The total step size is getting smaller during the optimization process because the gradient value is reduced to zero at the minimum value. The section along the optimizer moving direction is shown in Figure 2.6b. The blue line is the section curve of the modified Styblinski-Tang function, and the red lines are the iteration steps.
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Applying the gradient decent method to optimizing MST, in the Figure 2.7, the red lines are the trajectory of optimization process and the blue star is the global minimum of the objective function. For the gradient decent method, the optimization process stopped at local minimum on the up left corner, because the steps only move to the gradient decent directions. The number of iterations is reduced a lot comparing with the SA method. There are only 7 iterations till converge. Because the first derivatives information for $\beta$ (2 design parameters) need to be calculated in each iteration, there are total 3 function evaluations in each iteration. The total function evaluations for gradient decent method is 21.
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(a) Trajectory of convergence

(b) Zoom in the figure

Figure 2.7: Trajectory of objective function value based on gradient decent method

The log of objective function value after each iteration is shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Log of objective function value at each iteration based on gradient decent

Gradient decent method reduced the function evolution a lot, but it is difficult for choosing a good step size $\gamma$. When the iteration is around the minimum value, the total step
size $\gamma S'\beta$ will be very small due to the $S' \approx 0$. Therefore, Newton’s method will be introduced for overcoming this problem.

### 2.3.2 Newton’s Method

Original Newton’s method is used for finding roots (zero points) of a function $S$. The step size of each iteration is determined by intersection points between tangent lines and $S = 0$ line. Therefore, Newton’s method can optimize the step size automatically in each iteration. For the optimization problem, the Newton’s method can be used as finding the roots of first derivative of $S$ ($S' = 0$). The mathematical explanation is as below:

Newton’s algorithm is an unconstrained, second order derivative optimization algorithm\,[107–112]. that is derived from a second-order Taylor series expansion of the objective function. The second order Taylor expansion $S_T(\beta)$ of $S$ around $\beta^{(n)}$ is shown in Equation 2.8

\[
S_T(\beta) = S_T(\beta^{(n)} + \delta) \approx S(\beta^{(n)}) + S'(\beta^{(n)})\delta + \frac{1}{2} S''(\beta^{(n)})\delta^2 \quad (2.8)
\]

In the one-dimensional problem, Newton’s method attempts to construct a sequence $\beta^{(n)}$ from an initial guess $\beta^{(0)}$ that converges towards some value $\beta^*$ satisfying $S'(\beta^*) = 0$. This $\beta^*$ is a stationary point of function $S$. For finding $\delta$ such that $\beta^{(n)} + \delta$ is a stationary point. We seek to solve the equation that sets the derivative of this last expression with respect to $\delta$ equal to zero:

\[
0 = \frac{d}{d\delta} \left( S(\beta^{(n)}) + S'(\beta^{(n)})\delta + \frac{1}{2} S''(\beta^{(n)})\delta^2 \right) = S'(\beta^{(n)}) + S''(\beta^{(n)})\delta \quad (2.9)
\]
Therefore, the Equation 2.9 can be simplified as follows.

\[ \beta^{(n+1)} = \beta^{(n)} + \delta = \beta^{(n)} - \frac{S'(\beta^{(n)})}{S''(\beta^{(n)})} \] (2.10)

If the first derivative \( S' \) is flat (second derivative \( S'' \approx 0 \)) at some iterations, Newton’s method may not work due to the optimizer shooting out of the solution area. For avoiding the failure of Newton’s method, only the improved result of \( S \) \( (S^{(n+1)} < S^{(n)}) \) will be accepted during the optimization iteration.

Figure 2.9 shows one iteration after applying the Newton’s method (using second derivative information for providing the search direction) for optimizing modified Styblinski-Tang function. In the Figure 2.9a, \( \beta^{(0)}...\beta^{(2)} \) are the result parameters of each search step. Red arrow is the search direction for first step. Because the first derivative curve is very flat \( (S'' \approx 0) \) at \( \beta^{(1)} \) point, the next iteration shot very far from the minimum value by Newton’s method. Based the updating rule, this step is rejected. The section along the optimizer moving direction is shown in Figure 2.9b. The blue line is the section curve of the first derivative of MST \( (S') \), and the red lines are the iteration steps. As shown in the figure, there is only one Newton’s iteration applied to the objective function, because the \( S' \) curve is very flat after one iteration. This means the \( S'' \approx 0 \) and the next Newton’s iteration will shoot out of the solution area (increase the objective a lot). Therefore, the next iterations are declined.
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Figure 2.9: Search directions provided by Newton’s method (second derivative information)

The trajectory (red lines) of whole Newton’s method optimization process is shown in Figure 2.10. For the Newton’s method, the optimization process stopped at local minimum on the up left corner as same as gradient decent, because the steps only move to the decreasing objective directions. Although the number of iterations is reduced further comparing with gradient decent method, there is no iterations around the minimum value for improving the accuracy of the result. There is only 1 iterations till converge. Because the first and second derivatives information for \( \vec{\beta} \) (2 design parameters) need to be calculated in each iteration, there are total \((1 + 2 + 4) = 7\) function evaluations in each iteration. The total function evaluations for gradient decent method is 7.
Newton’s method optimized the step size for each iteration, but it not robust enough around the first derivative flat area. For improving the robustness around \( S'' \approx 0 \).
area, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm will be introduced in the next section.

### 2.3.3 Levenberg-Marquardt Method

The Levenberg-Marquardt method[113] is an optimization method which is used to minimize least square problems. It is a combination of Newton’s method and gradient descent, making it both fast and robust.

For the multiple-dimensional ($\vec{\beta}$) problem, one starts from Newton’s method as an iterative method for finding the root of a differentiable function $S$. In optimization, Newton’s method is applied to the derivative $S'$ of a twice differentiable function $S$ to find the root of $S'$. Once the root of $S'$ is found, the maximum or minimum value of the objective function $S$ is found.

Newton’s method, to drive $S'$ to zero, can be written as Equation 2.11

$$\vec{\beta}^{(s+1)} - \vec{\beta}^{(s)} = -[H(\vec{\beta}^{(s)})]^{-1} \cdot \vec{g}(\vec{\beta}^{(s)}) \quad (2.11)$$

where $\vec{\beta}$ are the design variables, $\vec{g}$ is the first derivative of $S$ in vector format (here, $\vec{g}$ only contains one item due to $S$ just have one square item), and $H$ is the Hessian matrix of $S$. For the current problem, $\vec{\beta} = (\beta_1, \beta_2)$. For simplicity, it is useful to define as Equation 2.12

$$\vec{\delta} \equiv \vec{\beta}^{(s+1)} - \vec{\beta}^{(s)} \quad (2.12)$$

We defined the number of square terms in objective function is $t$ ($t = 1$ for the modified Styblinski-Tang function) and each square term is $q_l$, $l = 1...t$. By taking the advantage of the least squares structure of objective function, gradient and Hession matrix can be
written as Equation 2.13 and 2.14

\[ g_j = 2 \sum_{l=1}^{t} q_l \frac{\partial q_l}{\partial \beta_j} \] (2.13)

\[ H_{jk} = 2 \sum_{l=1}^{t} \left( \frac{\partial q_l}{\partial \beta_j} \frac{\partial q_l}{\partial \beta_k} + q_l \frac{\partial^2 q_l}{\partial \beta_j \partial \beta_k} \right) \] (2.14)

Now define \( J \equiv \partial q_l / \partial \beta_j \), which is the Jacobian matrix of \( \vec{q} \). (Recall the \( \vec{g} \) is the gradient of \( q^2 \).) Marquardt assumed that the second-order derivative terms of \( H \) could be ignored. This assumption is based on Equation 2.15.

\[ \left| q_l \frac{\partial^2 q_l}{\partial \beta_j \partial \beta_k} \right| \ll \left| \frac{\partial q_l}{\partial \beta_j} \frac{\partial q_l}{\partial \beta_k} \right| \] (2.15)

Ignoring the second-order derivative terms may be valid in two cases, for which convergence is to be expected. [114]

- The function values \( q_l \) are small in magnitude, at least around the minimum.
- The functions are only "mildly" non linear, so that \( \frac{\partial^2 q_l}{\partial \beta_j \partial \beta_k} \) is relatively small in magnitude.

After ignoring the second-order derivative terms of \( H \), the Hessian matrix can be expressed as Equation 2.16

\[ H_{jk} = 2 \sum_{l=1}^{t} J_{lj} J_{lk} \] (2.16)

Combining these gives a result that the iteration function can be written as Equation 2.17

\[ \vec{\delta} = -(J^T J)^{-1} \cdot J^T \vec{q} \] (2.17)
If the first derivative $S'$ is flat (second derivative $S'' \approx 0$), Newton’s method may not work; hence Marquardt suggested adding a term that employs ideas from the gradient descent method (since it only uses first derivatives). This is done by adding a damping parameter, $\lambda$, to the iteration function that can be changed based on the result in each step. The function is shown as Equation 2.18

$$\vec{\delta} = -(J^TJ + \lambda I)^{-1} \cdot J^T \vec{q}$$

(2.18)

where $I$ is the identity matrix.

When $\lambda \to 0$, the added term vanishes and the technique reverts to Newton’s method. When $\lambda$ becomes large, the scheme becomes the gradient descent method. This improves the robustness of the algorithm when the initial values are far from the final minimum.

Marquardt suggested starting with a small value for $\lambda$. If the results of the previous step improves the objective function, (that is, $||\vec{e}^{(\text{new})}|| < ||\vec{e}^{(\text{old})}||$) $\vec{\beta}$ is incremented by $\delta$ and the the value of $\lambda$ is decreased (say by a factor of 2) and the method continues. If the method (unfortunately) increases the objective function, the step is discarded and $\lambda$ is increased.

Marquardt also provided the insight that one can scale each component of the gradient according to the curvature so that there is larger movement along the directions where the gradient is smaller. This avoids slow convergence in the direction of small gradient. Therefore, the identity matrix $I$ was replaced with the diagonal matrix consisting of the diagonal elements of $J^TJ$, yielding, and now the iteration function as Equation 3.12

$$\vec{\delta} = -(J^TJ + \lambda \cdot \text{diag}(J^TJ))^{-1} \cdot J^T \vec{q}$$

(2.19)
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There are two stopping rules for interrupting the iteration. One is the number of iterations exceeds the maximum number of iterations, which is defined by the user. The other one is when the $|| \delta ||$ becomes smaller than a specified tolerance, $\epsilon$.

The trajectory (red lines) of optimization process is shown in Figure 2.12. Comparing with the gradient decent and Newton’s algorithms, Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm overcomes the the two algorithm’s shortness and combines them together. However, as shown in the figure, the iteration is also can not reach the global minimum value due to the gradient-based searching direction and monotonic updating rule. Due to LM takes the structural advantages of least square problem and assumes ignored the second derivative terms in Hession matrix, the number of function evaluations for each iteration is $(1+2) = 3$. There are total 20 iterations in LM algorithm. So the total number of function evaluations is 60.

![Figure 2.12: Trajectory of objective function value based on LM method](image)

The log of objective function value after each iteration is shown in Figure 2.13. The $\lambda$ values during the optimization process is shown is Figure 2.14. If the objective value reduced after one iteration, the $\lambda$ is reduced also for making it more Newton’s like (more
efficiency). If the objective value did not reduce after one iteration, the $\lambda$ is increased for making it more gradient decent like (more robustness).

(a) Objective function value

(b) Zoom in the figure

Figure 2.13: Log of objective function value at each iteration based on LM

Figure 2.14: $\lambda$ values at each iteration based on LM

LM method takes the both advantages of gradient decent and Newton’s methods, it is still converges at local minimum due to the monotonic updating rule. Therefore, the idea
borrowed from simulated annealing is combine into LM method for overcoming the local minimum problem.

2.3.4 Improved Levenberg-Marquardt Method

In LM method, sometimes the optimization processes is slow, because the parameters have not been updated during many iterations; this means that many steps were rejected and $\lambda$ was increased. The original LM method also has a high probability of getting stuck in a local minimum due to the monotonic updating rule.

To circumvent these problems, a modification to the LM method is developed, which borrows some ideas from the simulated annealing method (SA). Here, recall the definition of simulated annealing (SA) in Chapter 2.1.3. SA is a heuristic optimization method that overcomes the local minimum problem somehow. It interprets slow cooling as a slow decrease in the probability of accepting worse solutions as it explores the solution space. Accepting worse solutions is a fundamental property of heuristics because it allows for a more extensive search for the optimal solution.

After borrowing the idea from SA, candidate solutions are randomly generated and accepted if the new objective is “not too much worse” than the previous objective. The definition of “not too much worse” starts rather loosely and then tightens up as the method continues This idea is inspired by the annealing process for metals and results in the SA method being less prone to getting stuck in a local minimum.

Here the same idea is added to the original LM method. Specifically, instead of accepting steps only if the objective improves, one can accept new results that are “not too much worse”, or a step is accepted if

$$ ||e^{(new)}|| < e^{||\delta||} ||e^{(old)}|| $$

(2.20)
Since $||\vec{\delta}||$ approaches 0 as the solution is neared, the factor $e^{||\vec{\delta}||}$ approaches 1, and only better steps are accepted during the endgame (as was done in the SA method). The new algorithm is named as Improved Levenberg-Marquardt (ILM) algorithm.

The trajectory (red lines) of optimization process is shown in Figure 2.15. Because the Improved Levenberg-Marquardt borrows the idea from simulated annealing that “accept the iteration result which is not too bad”, the optimization process has the property that goes out from local minimum value and moves to the global minimum value. As shown in figure, the global minimum value is gotten after using ILM algorithm and the parameter $\vec{\beta}$ is much equal to the correct values after 100 iterations. The number of function evaluations for ILM methods is $(1 + 2) \times 100 = 300$.

The log of objective function value after each iteration is shown in Figure 2.16. The $\lambda$ value at each iteration is shown in Figure 2.17

![Trajectory of convergence](image1)

![Zoom in the figure](image2)

Figure 2.15: Trajectory of objective function value based on ILM method
Figure 2.16: Objective function value at each iteration based on ILM

For comparing the converge speed for different optimization algorithms base on the number of function evaluations, the objective function value histories are shown in Figure 2.18. As shown in the figure, the SA method can reached at the global minimum area, but there are too many function evaluations here. The gradient decent, Newton's and
LM method are converged faster than SA method, but they are get stuck at the local minimum value. For taking the advantages of these 4 algorithms, the ILM method can overcome the local minimum problem and the speed of convergence is fast.

![Objective function value](image1)

![Zoom in the figure](image2)

Figure 2.18: Objective function value for applying different optimization algorithms

The ILM is provided a method that optimizer has a chance to get out of the local minimum, but there is no guarantee that the global minimum can be reached at the end. Comparing with the other three algorithms, if the initial starts from the local minimum areas, gradient decent, Newton’s and original LM are all moving to the local minimum value (due to the iterations are monotonically decreasing). However, for the ILM method, there is a chance that the optimizer moves out of the local minimum area (due to the "uphill" steps are taken at the beginning) and gets into the global minimum area (not guarantee because optimizer maybe moves to another local minimum). For testing the performance of the four algorithms, 20 random initial guess problems are run and the results are shown in below:
Table 2.1: Comparison of Performance for Different Optimization Algorithms by 20 Random Initial Guess

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>Gradient decent</th>
<th>Newton’s method</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>ILM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(-2.80, 2.98)</td>
<td>(-2.98, 2.77)</td>
<td>(-2.80, 2.98)</td>
<td>(-2.80, 2.98)</td>
<td>(-2.89, 2.74)</td>
<td>(2.72, -2.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.02, 1.06)</td>
<td>(-2.73, 2.38)</td>
<td>(0.02, 1.06)</td>
<td>(0.02, 1.06)</td>
<td>(2.90, 2.74)</td>
<td>(-2.87, -2.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.99, 0.74)</td>
<td>(2.73, -3.11)</td>
<td>(1.99, 0.74)</td>
<td>(1.99, 0.74)</td>
<td>(2.76, 2.76)</td>
<td>(-2.90, -2.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3.51, 3.75)</td>
<td>(2.66, 2.76)</td>
<td>(2.93, 2.90)</td>
<td>(2.91, 2.87)</td>
<td>(2.72, 2.72)</td>
<td>(2.74, -3.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.13, -1.92)</td>
<td>(2.87, -2.72)</td>
<td>(2.55, -2.74)</td>
<td>(2.44, -2.85)</td>
<td>(2.74, -2.89)</td>
<td>(4.78, 2.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.42, 2.31)</td>
<td>(-3.04, 2.82)</td>
<td>(0.42, 2.31)</td>
<td>(0.42, 2.31)</td>
<td>(2.76, 2.76)</td>
<td>(2.75, -2.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-3.25, 2.28)</td>
<td>(-3.16, 2.78)</td>
<td>(-2.52, 2.80)</td>
<td>(-3.25, 2.28)</td>
<td>(-2.88, 2.74)</td>
<td>(2.72, 2.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-3.15, -1.07)</td>
<td>(-2.92, -2.73)</td>
<td>(-2.89, -2.88)</td>
<td>(-2.98, -2.98)</td>
<td>(-2.88, -2.88)</td>
<td>(-3.30, 2.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-2.18, 0.61)</td>
<td>(-2.68, 2.82)</td>
<td>(-2.18, 0.61)</td>
<td>(-2.18, 0.61)</td>
<td>(-2.88, 2.74)</td>
<td>(-2.87, -2.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3.06, -3.81)</td>
<td>(2.69, -2.58)</td>
<td>(2.90, -3.11)</td>
<td>(2.89, -3.08)</td>
<td>(2.75, -2.88)</td>
<td>(2.74, -3.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-2.21, -4.01)</td>
<td>(-2.80, -2.77)</td>
<td>(-2.88, -2.90)</td>
<td>(-2.85, -2.88)</td>
<td>(-2.87, -2.89)</td>
<td>(2.82, -3.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2.82, 0.27)</td>
<td>(2.63, 2.65)</td>
<td>(2.82, 0.27)</td>
<td>(2.82, 0.27)</td>
<td>(2.92, 2.77)</td>
<td>(-2.86, -2.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-2.30, 2.51)</td>
<td>(-2.83, 3.01)</td>
<td>(-3.20, 2.87)</td>
<td>(-2.30, 2.51)</td>
<td>(-2.88, 2.74)</td>
<td>(-3.30, 2.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3.86, 3.90)</td>
<td>(2.71, 2.65)</td>
<td>(3.15, 3.15)</td>
<td>(3.14, 3.14)</td>
<td>(2.76, 2.76)</td>
<td>(2.69, 2.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-1.35, -3.33)</td>
<td>(-2.96, -2.67)</td>
<td>(-2.88, -2.90)</td>
<td>(-2.96, -2.92)</td>
<td>(-2.88, -2.89)</td>
<td>(-2.94, -2.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-2.73, 0.61)</td>
<td>(-3.05, 2.51)</td>
<td>(-2.73, 0.61)</td>
<td>(-2.73, 0.61)</td>
<td>(-2.88, 2.74)</td>
<td>(-2.90, -2.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-2.24, -0.27)</td>
<td>(-2.82, -2.39)</td>
<td>(-2.24, -0.27)</td>
<td>(-2.24, -0.27)</td>
<td>(-2.90, -2.87)</td>
<td>(-2.91, -2.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.04, -4.39)</td>
<td>(2.80, -3.05)</td>
<td>(2.60, -3.12)</td>
<td>(2.78, -3.20)</td>
<td>(2.74, -2.88)</td>
<td>(2.82, -3.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-0.24, -1.46)</td>
<td>(-2.92, -3.02)</td>
<td>(-2.87, -2.90)</td>
<td>(-0.24, -1.46)</td>
<td>(-2.92, -2.90)</td>
<td>(-2.85, -2.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-1.33, -3.04)</td>
<td>(-3.05, -2.95)</td>
<td>(-2.89, -2.90)</td>
<td>(-2.86, -2.89)</td>
<td>(-2.88, -2.89)</td>
<td>(-2.85, -2.89)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For simplifying the Table 2.1, each point is expressed as the color representing the different domains. The domain \((-,-)\) is represented by B (blue). The domain \((+,+)\) is represented by R (red). The domain \((-,+\)) is represented by G (green). The domain \((+,-)\) is
represented by P (pink). The global minimum value is contained in domain \((-,-)\) as green. The color domains are shown in Figure 2.19

Figure 2.19: Domains represented by different colors
Table 2.2: Comparison of Performance for Different Optimization Algorithms (express the results by color, B(blue), G(green), P(pink), R(red))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>Gradient decent</th>
<th>Newton's method</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>ILM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Table 2.2 also can be expressed as Figure 2.20. There are only comparing the differences between SA, LM and ILM, because the gradient decent, Newton’s and LM are
the same monotonic updating rule which only "downhill" steps are accepted.

From the 20 tests starting from random initial guess, the SA method can get out of the local minimum area, but there is not much possibility to converge to global minimum value. There are 6 green points (stop at global minimum area) in Figure 2.20a. For LM method, all points are stay in the initial local minimum area and converge at local minimum value. There are 6 green points in Figure 2.20b. For the ILM method, some points can get out of the local minimum value are, and converge at global minimum value. There area 9 green points in Figure 2.20c. So, ILM has 50% more percent possibility to converge at
global minimum. Therefore, the ILM algorithm will be used as the optimization method for generating the parametric geometry model from a cloud points.

2.4 Application of ILM Algorithm

Now that the optimization techniques have been discussed for finding the minimum value in mathematical problem, one can be also applied in other fields, such as: engineering design [88–93], economics [94–97], energy saving [115, 115–119] and so on. In this thesis, the new optimization technique can overcome the local minimum problem during optimizing the nonlinear objective function, and also have the advantage of least square problem’s structure for improving the efficiency of iterations. In this section, this new algorithm will be applied to traffic assignment problem for testing the accuracy, efficiency and robustness.

Here, the Traffic Equilibrium Problem (TEP) is used as demonstration problem. Traffic assignment is a core component in transportation planning and real-time applications in optimal routing, signal control, and traffic prediction in traffic networks. It models the flow pattern in a network given a set of travel demands between the origin-destination (OD) pairs. The most widely used route choice model is the user-equilibrium (UE) principle. This UE assignment finds the flow pattern by allocating the OD demands to the network in such a way that no drivers can unilaterally change routes to achieve better travel times. [104]

2.4.1 Problem Statement

To test the ILM algorithm, we apply it to a simple network with five nodes, five links, and two OD pairs, as given in Figure 2.21. The travel demand between OD pair (1, 5) is
15 units and (2, 5) is 18.75 units. There are four possible routes: route 1 (on links 1 → 4 → 5), route 2 (on links 1 → 3 → 5), route 3 (on links 2 → 4 → 5) and route 4 (on links 2 → 3 → 5). The link performance function is the standard BPR function:

\[ t_a = \alpha_a(1 + 0.15(\frac{\nu_a}{C_a})^4) \]  

where, \( t_a \), \( \alpha_a \), \( \nu_a \) and \( C_a \) are the travel time, free-flow travel time, flow, and capacity of link \( a \), respectively. Link characteristics are provided in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Link Characteristics of the Example Network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Link</th>
<th>Free-flow travel time (( \alpha_a ))</th>
<th>Capacity (( C_a ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specially, we assume that a 5-unit cost was added to route 4 (link sequence: 2-3-5) while no cost was added to the other routes, namely, \( \lambda_{45}^{25} = 5 \), \( \lambda_{15}^{15} = \lambda_{25}^{15} = \lambda_{35}^{25} = 0 \)

![Figure 2.21: A simple network for traffic equilibrium problem](image-url)
2.4.2 Objective Function and Algorithm Application

The objective function proposed by Hong [104] is defined as:

\[
S(\vec{x}) = \sum_{rs} \sum_{p} \frac{1}{2} \left\{ \sqrt{(f_{rs}^{p})^2 + (\eta_{p}^{rs} - \pi_{rs}^{p})^2} - (f_{rs}^{p} + \eta_{p}^{rs} - \pi_{rs}^{p}) \right\}^2 + \sum_{rs} \frac{1}{2} \left\{ \sqrt{(\pi_{rs}^{p})^2 + (\sum_{p} f_{rs}^{p} - q_{rs}^{p})^2} - ((\pi_{rs}^{p})^2 + (\sum_{p} f_{rs}^{p} - q_{rs}^{p})^2) \right\}^2 \tag{2.22}
\]

where, \( \eta_{p}^{rs} \) is the route cost function as:

\[
\eta_{p}^{rs}(\vec{f}) = \lambda_{p}^{rs} + \sum_{a} \delta_{p,a}^{rs} t_{a} \tag{2.23}
\]

\( \pi_{rs}^{p} \) is the minimal route cost: \( \pi_{rs}^{p} = \min_{p} \eta_{p}^{rs}, \forall rs \in RS \). where, \( RS \) is the set of OD pairs for the whole network. \( rs \) is an OD pair, \( rs \in RS \). \( f_{rs}^{p} \) is the flow on route \( p \) between OD pair \( rs \). \( \eta_{p}^{rs} \) is the route cost (or dis-utility) on route \( p \) between OD pair \( rs \). \( q_{rs}^{p} \) is the demand between OD pair \( rs \).

2.4.3 Results

After applying the ILM algorithm for optimizing the TEP, the results comparing with the original value are shown in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5.
Table 2.4: Comparison of Link Flows for the Additive and Route-specific Cost Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Link</th>
<th>Additive route cost</th>
<th>Route-specific cost</th>
<th>Additive route cost</th>
<th>Route-specific cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14.96</td>
<td>14.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>18.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>27.14</td>
<td>20.12</td>
<td>27.14</td>
<td>20.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.61</td>
<td>13.63</td>
<td>6.61</td>
<td>13.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>33.75</td>
<td>33.75</td>
<td>33.75</td>
<td>33.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5: Comparison of Route Flows for the Additive and Route-specific Cost Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OD</th>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Route flow</th>
<th>Route flow</th>
<th>Route flow</th>
<th>Route flow</th>
<th>Route flow</th>
<th>Route flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Additive route cost</td>
<td>Route-specific cost</td>
<td>Additive route cost</td>
<td>Route-specific cost</td>
<td>Additive route cost</td>
<td>Route-specific cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>53.87</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>50.33</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>53.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.48</td>
<td>53.87</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>50.33</td>
<td>12.48</td>
<td>53.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>38.65</td>
<td>13.63</td>
<td>40.10</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>38.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.66</td>
<td>38.65</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>40.10</td>
<td>14.66</td>
<td>38.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in the tables, the results from ILM algorithm are accurate comparing with the correct values. And from the convergence Figure 2.22, comparing with original LM algorithm, ILM reached smaller value of objective function. This means ILM can overcome the local minimum value problem.
(a) Convergence characteristics of additive cost models
(b) Convergence characteristics of route-specific cost models

Figure 2.22: Convergence characteristics comparison between LM and ILM algorithms
Chapter 3

Fitting a Simplified Model to a Cloud of Points

As introduced in the first Chapter, the objective of this work is to find the design parameters, which are associated with a parametric solid model, that best-fits a cloud of points. In Chapter 2, several optimization schemes were discussed, culminating in the discussion of the Improved Levenberg-Marquardt (ILM) scheme for solving least-squares problems. In this Chapter, the ILM scheme is applied to the parametric model problem. It is assumed in this Chapter that one starts with a reasonable initial guess for all independent variables. Techniques for finding an initial guess are described fully in Chapter 4.

In section 3.1, the optimization problem is defined. Then in section 3.2, each of the optimization techniques described in Chapter 2 (gradient descent, Newton’s method, Levenberg-Marquardt, and Improved Levenberg-Marquardt) are applied to a simplifies fitting problem, namely configuration that is composed of a single super-ellipse. Section 3.3 discusses the sparse matrix procedures that are used in order to minimize the computer resources needed within the optimization scheme.
3.1 Demonstration Problem

The basic optimization techniques are demonstrated by applying them to a configuration that contains a single super-ellipse. A super-ellipse is a generalization of an ellipse, where the power, \( r \), can be something other than 2. In particular, the equation for a super-ellipse is given by

\[
\left| \frac{x}{a} \right|^r + \left| \frac{y}{b} \right|^r = 1
\]  \( (3.1) \)

The reason for choosing a super-ellipse as the demonstrated geometry is that it closely approximates the cross-sections of many aircraft fuselages, as shown in Figure 3.1.

![Figure 3.1: Cross sections of fuselage](image)

To see the generality of the super-ellipse, Figure 3.2 shows the results of choosing several values for \( r \), from 0.3 up to 5. Notice that small values of the power \( r \) yield cusped configurations, whereas large values of the power \( r \) yield shapes that resemble a rectangle with rounded corners.
Figure 3.2: Super-ellipses based on the different powers $r$

3.1.1 Design Parameters

Design parameters are the values that can be used to generate a specific super-ellipse. Here, the elements of the design parameter vector, $\vec{d}$, are the major and minor radii, $a$ and $b$, the super-ellipse power, $r$, the center point, $(\delta x, \delta y)$, and the rotation angle $\theta$. In the discussion that follows, the length of $\vec{d}$ is $n$; therefore $n = 6$ when $\vec{d} = (a, b, r, \delta x, \delta y, \theta)$. 
The defining parametric function for a super-ellipse centered at the origin is given by

\[
x_t = |\cos u|^{2/r} \cdot a \cdot \text{sign}(\cos u)
\]
\[
y_t = |\sin u|^{2/r} \cdot b \cdot \text{sign}(\sin u)
\] (3.2)

where \( u \) is a parametric coordinate around the super-ellipse, with \( 0 \leq u \leq 2\pi \).

**Homogeneous Coordinates**

Homogeneous coordinates were introduced by August Ferdinand Mobius in 1827.[120] It is a system of coordinates used in projective geometry, as Cartesian coordinates are used in Euclidean geometry. While homogeneous coordinates are frequently used in computer graphics because of their ability to convert 3D coordinates onto a plane (with perspective), they are used here because they allow one to specify translations, rotations, and scalings via simple matrix multiplications. This makes formulas involving homogeneous coordinates simpler than their Cartesian counterparts.

As an example, consider the translation matrix is shown in Equation 3.3,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
f_x \\ f_y \\ 1
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & \delta x \\
0 & 1 & \delta y \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_t \\ y_t \\ 1
\end{bmatrix}
\] (3.3)

where \((\delta x, \delta y)\) are the translation distances. The result of such a translation is shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Super-ellipse after translation, with $\delta x = 2$ and $\delta y = 3$

A rotation matrix is given by

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  f_x \\
  f_y \\
  1
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
  \cos \theta & -\sin \theta & 0 \\
  \sin \theta & \cos \theta & 0 \\
  0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\cdot
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_t \\
  y_t \\
  1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(3.4)

where $\theta$ is the counter-clockwise rotation about the $z$ axis. Figure 3.4 shows the results of such a rotation.
Figure 3.4: Super-ellipse after rotation in $z$ axis, with $\theta = 1.5$ (radians).

In a similar way, a scaling matrix can be defined by

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
  f_x \\
  f_y \\
  1
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
  S_x & 0 & 0 \\
  0 & S_y & 0 \\
  0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_t \\
  y_t \\
  1
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(3.5)

where $S_x$ and $S_y$ are the scaling in the $x$ and $y$ directions, respectively. Figure 3.5 shows such a scaling. Note that scaling is not used in the current application since one can directly specify the semi-major- and semi-minor-axis lengths ($a$ and $b$) in the super-ellipse formula.
To apply these transformations, one starts with the coordinates on the super-ellipse centered at the origin, as given in Equation 3.2. These coordinates can then be transformed (translated and rotated) using homogeneous coordinates, as in Equation 3.6. An example of a “general” super-ellipse is shown in Figure 3.6.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  f_x \\
  f_y \\
  1
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  1 & 0 & \delta x \\
  0 & 1 & \delta y \\
  0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix}
  \cos \theta & -\sin \theta & 0 \\
  \sin \theta & \cos \theta & 0 \\
  0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix}
  x_t \\
  y_t \\
  1
\end{bmatrix}
\] (3.6)
3.1.2 Least Square Objective Function

For the current demonstration problem, consider the fitting of a super-ellipse to a cloud of points, as shown in Figure 3.7, where the blue line in Figure 3.7a is the super-ellipse generated from the initially guessed design parameters $\vec{d}$, and the red points are the points in the cloud.

The objective here is to vary the design parameters so as to find the super-ellipse shown in Figure 3.7b, which clearly is a better fit to the cloud of points than the original super-ellipse.
The objective function, that is the quantity to be minimized, is the least-square distances between the points in the cloud and the surface of the parametric model (in the current case, the surface of the super-ellipse). For each point $i$ in the cloud, one can define the fitting error as

$$e_{(i)} = (x_{p(i)} - f_x(\vec{d}, u_i))^2 + (y_{p(i)} - f_y(\vec{d}, u_i))^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)$$

Here, $x_{p(i)}$ and $y_{p(i)}$ are the $x$- and $y$-coordinates of the $i$th point in the cloud, $f_x(\vec{d}, u_i)$ and $f_y(\vec{d}, u_i)$ are the coordinates of a point on the super-ellipse associated with a parametric coordinate $u_i$.

Since there are $m$ points in the cloud, the objective function can be written as the sum of the distances $e_{(i)}$, as in

$$S = \sum_{i=1}^{m} e_{(i)} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left\{ (x_{p(i)} - f_x(\vec{d}, u_i))^2 + (y_{p(i)} - f_y(\vec{d}, u_i))^2 \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)$$
To simplify the above as a single sum, one can define

\[
q_l = \begin{cases} 
  x_{p(l)} - f_x(\vec{d}, u_l) & \text{for } l \leq m \\
  y_{p(l-m)} - f_y(\vec{d}, u_{l-m}) & \text{for } l > m
\end{cases}
\]  

(3.9)

Then, Equation 3.8 simply becomes

\[
S = \sum_{l=1}^{2m} q_l^2
\]

(3.10)

An example of a super-ellipse fitting problem is shown in Figure 3.8, where the cloud of points are shown in red, a initial guess of super-ellipse as a green line, closest points in blue, and the distances from the points in cloud to the surface in black. The objective minimizes the sum of the lengths of the black lines.

Figure 3.8: Cloud of points and sample super-ellipse.
3.1.3 Design Variables

As mentioned above, the optimizer certainly needs to be able to vary the elements of the design parameters \( \vec{d} = (a, b, r, \delta x, \delta y, \theta) \) in order to achieve a good fit.

But since one does not know beforehand where on the surface of the super-ellipse each point in the cloud maps, \( m \) parametric coordinates, \( u_i \), need to be added to the optimization’s design variables; the elements of design parameters \( \vec{d} \) and the parametric coordinates \( u_i \) will be automatically adjusted during the optimization process.

Thus, the actual design variables that can be changed by the optimizer in order to minimize \( S \) are

\[
\vec{\beta} = [\vec{d}, u_1, \ldots, u_m]
\]

(3.11)

Hence, there are \( n + m \) values that the optimizer will vary.

3.2 Optimization Algorithms Selection

In this section, the various gradient-based optimization techniques that were described in Chapter 2 are applied to the current demonstration problem. Gradient-based techniques are used here since the equations necessary to computer the objective function, \( S \), can all be differentiated analytically to produce the needed gradient and Hessian expressions.

3.2.1 Gradient Descent Algorithm

Application of the gradient decent method into the super-ellipse fitting problem gives the results that are shown in Figure 3.9. The maximum number of iterations is arbitrarily set to 20, which is consistent with the iteration limit used in the other optimization algorithms.
(Newton’s method, Levenberg-Marquardt method, and Improved Levenberg-Marquardt method).

As shown in the Figure 3.9, the resulting super-ellipse is not a very good fit to the cloud of points after 20 iterations.

![Figure 3.9: Results of super-ellipse generation based on gradient decent algorithm](image)

The RMS of distances for each iteration is shown in Figure 3.10a. The history of RMS of distances shows that the optimization process is far from convergence as seen by the downward slope at the end of the plot. This means that if one runs more iterations, a better result might obtained. But this also means that it requires more time to get good results (as compared with the other techniques described below). The RMS is 0.3632 after 20 iterations.
Figure 3.10b shows the normalized design parameters $d_N$ for both the initial guess and the final result. The normalized design parameter is defined as the design parameter divided by the value $d_r$ (of the design parameter) that was used to generate the points in the cloud. ($d_{Ni} = d_i/d_r$) A good fit would have all the normalized design parameters equal to one, which is clearly not the case in the Figure.

![Graphs showing RMS of distances and normalized design parameters](image)

(a) RMS of distances  
(b) Normalized design parameters

Figure 3.10: Fitting results analysis based on gradient decent algorithm

### 3.2.2 Newton’s Algorithm

After applying the Newton’s method into the super-ellipse fitting problem, the result can be shown in Figure 3.11. For the Newton’s algorithm, the results of design parameters $(a,b)$ are much better than the results from gradient decent method.
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The RMS of distances for each iteration is shown in Figure 3.12a. Like in the gradient descent method, the history of RMS of distances shows that the optimization process is also not converged after 20 iterations. The RMS is 0.01 after 20 iterations. Figure 3.12b also shows that the results of the Newton scheme are all far from 1, which indicates that the design parameters that were used to generate the cloud of points were not properly recovered.
3.2.3 Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm

The iteration function of LM method is:

\[
\tilde{\delta} = -(J^T J + \lambda \cdot \text{diag}(J^T J))^{-1} \cdot J^T \tilde{q}
\]  

(3.12)

Note that \(\tilde{\delta}\) is \((m + n) \times 1\), \(J^T \tilde{q}\) is \((m + n) \times 1\), and \(J^T J\) is \((m + n) \times (m + n)\).

The fitting results based on the LM algorithm will be shown below. For the LM algorithm, design parameters \((a\) and \(b)\) are much better than the results from the gradient decent of Newton’s methods.

The results of design parameters during the optimization process are shown in Figure 3.13.
The RMS of distances for each iteration is shown in Figure 3.14a, which do not change much during the last several iterations of the optimization process, indicating convergence. The RMS is 0.0052 after 20 iterations. From Figure 3.14b, the resulting normalized design parameters are closer to 1, as compared with the gradient decent or Newton’s methods.
3.2.4 Improved Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm

The fitting results based on the ILM algorithm are shown below. After applying the ILM algorithm, design parameters \((a,b)\) are much closer to the correct values. The results of design parameters during the optimization process are shown in Figure 3.15.
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The RMS of distances for each iteration is shown in Figure 3.16a, which again indicates that ILM has converged for this problem in fewer than 20 iterations. The RMS is 0.0046 after 20 iterations. Again, Figure 3.16b shows that many of the design parameters have reached the values that were used to generate the cloud of points.

Figure 3.15: Results of super-ellipse generation based on ILM algorithm

(a) Initial guess

(b) Result after 1 iteration

(c) Result after 10 iteration

(d) Final result
For comparing the performance for applying different algorithms into geometry fitting problem, the RMS of distance history based on the number of function evaluations are shown in Figure 3.17. As shown in the figure, the ILM method can overcome the local minimum problem and the speed of convergence is fast.
3.3 Sparse Technique for Matrix Calculation

Here, recall the iteration function of ILM and the function is shown as Equation 2.18

\[
\tilde{\delta} = -(J^T J + \lambda \cdot \text{diag}(J^T J))^{-1} \cdot J^T \tilde{q}
\]  

(3.13)

where \(J\) is the Jacobian matrix of objective function. \(J^T\) is the transpose of \(J\). \(I\) is the identity matrix. The sparse techniques are applied to this function.

3.3.1 Generation of Sparse Jacobian Matrix

To improve the computational efficiency of the technique, one can see that the Jacobian matrix is very sparse, as shown in equation 3.14. For the first \(2m \times n\) block, all the columns that correspond to the derivatives with respect to the design parameters, \(\tilde{d}\), are not generally zeros. But the second \(2m \times m\) block of the Jacobian is comprised of two diagonal matrices, stacked one above the other, which correspond to the derivatives with respect to the parametric coordinate of that point, \(u_i\).

\[
J = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial f_x(1)}{\partial d_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_x(1)}{\partial d_n} & \frac{\partial f_x(1)}{\partial u_1} & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
\frac{\partial f_x(2)}{\partial d_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_x(2)}{\partial d_n} & 0 & \frac{\partial f_x(2)}{\partial u_2} & \cdots & 0 \\
\vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{\partial f_x(m)}{\partial d_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_x(m)}{\partial d_n} & 0 & \cdots & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_x(m)}{\partial u_m} \\
\frac{\partial f_y(1)}{\partial d_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_y(1)}{\partial d_n} & \frac{\partial f_y(1)}{\partial u_1} & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
\frac{\partial f_y(2)}{\partial d_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_y(2)}{\partial d_n} & 0 & \frac{\partial f_y(2)}{\partial u_2} & \cdots & 0 \\
\vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{\partial f_y(m)}{\partial d_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_y(m)}{\partial d_n} & 0 & \cdots & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_y(m)}{\partial u_m}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(3.14)
Hence, sparse matrix methods can be employed to great advantage, both to reduce the required memory and to increase the computational speed. Additionally, since $J$ only contains derivatives, if one computes the derivative analytically (for example, by using the techniques described in [121]), additional time can be saved by not having to generate $J$ via finite differences.

### 3.3.2 Arithmetic of Sparse Jacobian Matrix

After applying the sparse expression technique for $J$, one can reduce the memory required from $(2m \times n + 2m^2)$ to $(2m \times (n + 1))$. Because $n \ll m$, the complexity of the $J$ can be reduced from $O(m^2)$ to $O(m)$. The sparse $J$ can be expressed as Equation 3.15

$$J = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial f_x(1)}{\partial d_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_x(1)}{\partial d_n} & \frac{\partial f_x(1)}{\partial u_1} \\ \frac{\partial f_x(2)}{\partial d_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_x(2)}{\partial d_n} & \frac{\partial f_x(2)}{\partial u_2} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\ \frac{\partial f_x(m)}{\partial d_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_x(m)}{\partial d_n} & \frac{\partial f_x(m)}{\partial u_m} \end{bmatrix}$$

(3.15)

As in the iteration function $\vec{\delta} = -(J^TJ + \lambda \cdot \text{diag}(J^TJ))^{-1} \cdot J^T \vec{q}$, the multiplication for sparse matrix need to be developed for $J^TJ$ and $J^T \vec{q}$.

For the computation of $H = J^TJ$, the structure of $H$ is shown in Figure 3.18. $A$ is an $n \times n$ block, and its multiplication algorithm is the same as the general matrix multiplication. Because $B = C^T$, there only is a need to calculate once for block $B$ or $C$. So, for $B$, the
formula for calculating each element in it is as Equation 3.16

\[
B_{(i,j)} = \frac{\partial f_x(i)}{\partial u(i)} \cdot \frac{\partial f_x(i)}{\partial d(j)} + \frac{\partial f_y(i)}{\partial u(i)} \cdot \frac{\partial f_y(i)}{\partial d(j)}
\]  

For the block \(D\), it is a diagonal matrix and the formula for calculating \(D\) is as Equation 3.17

\[
D_{(i,i)} = \left( \frac{\partial f_x(i)}{\partial u(i)} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial f_y(i)}{\partial u(i)} \right)^2
\]  

Figure 3.18: Hessian matrix structure

Consider now the computation of \(\vec{g} = J^T \vec{q}\). After the multiplication, the \(\vec{g}\) is a vector and its length is \(n + m\). For the first \(n\) elements, the general matrix multiplication algorithm is used. For the lest \(m\) elements, the formula can be calculated as Equation 3.18.

\[
g_{(n+i)} = \frac{\partial f_x(i)}{\partial u(i)} \cdot q_{(i)} + \frac{\partial f_y(i)}{\partial u(i)} \cdot q_{(i+m)}
\]
3.3.3 Solving Sparse Matrix System

In order to solve the sparse linear system, the conjugate gradient method is used. This is a very attractive technique for the numerical solution of sparse, symmetric, positive-definite matrices. The conjugate gradient method is often implemented as an iterative algorithm, applicable to sparse systems that are too large to be handled by a direct implementation or other direct methods. See [122] for details of the algorithm used here.
Chapter 4

Fitting a General Model to a Cloud of Points

In Chapter 3, the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization method was applied to the problem of fitting a simplified model to a given cloud of points. The optimization technique simultaneously varied the design parameters, $\vec{d}$ and the parametric coordinates, $u_i$ associated with each point in the cloud. In that Chapter, it was assumed that one had a good guess for the initial values of the parametric coordinates, $u_i$.

This Chapter focuses on generalizing the results of Chapter 3 in three important ways. In the first, an initialization technique that generates a reasonable set of initial parametric coordinates, $u_i$, is described. The second generalization involves configurations that have more than one component; in these cases one needs to determine the part of the configuration to which each point in the cloud is associated. This leads directly to a new classification technique. Finally, the basic fitting technique is extended to three-dimensional configurations. The Chapter concludes with a overview of the entire fitting process, including classification and initialization.
4.1 (Re)Initialization Technique

In this section, a rational initialization technique is developed for obtaining the initial parametric coordinates $u_i$ that are closest to each point in the cloud. In what follows, it is assumed that the user has provided a guess for the initial design parameters $\vec{d}$ that generate a configuration that resembles the cloud of points, but is not in general a “good” fit. In other words, if the cloud of points represent a transport aircraft, the user’s guess for the design parameters must produce an aircraft of approximately the same size and arrangement as the points in the cloud.

4.1.1 Basic Idea

Given a set of design parameters, $\vec{d}$, one can represent a configuration discretely with a set of line segments (in two dimensions) or triangular or quadrilateral patches (in three dimensions). These segments or patches, which are bounded by vertices, are used to graphically represent the configuration.

The basic idea for the initialization of the $u_i$ is to find the vertex in the discrete representation that is closest to point $(x_i, y_i)$ in the cloud and then use that vertex’s parametric coordinate as the initial guess of the (cloud’s) point $u_i$. This process is shown in Figure 4.1, where the points in the cloud are shown as red symbols. The initial discrete representation is shown as the green line segments and its vertices are shown as blue symbols. The correspondence between each (red) point in the cloud and the closest (blue) discrete vertex is shown as the black lines.

The process of making these correspondences consists of nested loops over the points in the cloud and over the vertices in the discrete representation. During this process, the
shortest distance from each point in the cloud to any vertex, \( e_i \), is squared and all are summed to generate the initial value of the objective function, \( S = \sum_i e_i^2 \).

Figure 4.1: Demonstration of initialization technique

Given the initial guesses of the \( u_i \) that are shown in Figure 4.1, one can apply the LM technique (described in Chapter 3) to produce the final optimized fit shown in Figure 4.2.
4.1.2 Dealing with Bad Initial Guesses for $\vec{d}$

The above process generates good initial guesses for the $u_i$ if the initial design parameters, $\vec{d}$, produces a configuration that is a reasonable approximation to the points in the cloud. But this is not always possible, especially for very complex three-dimensional configurations.

Consider the initial configuration and cloud of points shown in Figure 4.3. Note that for three points in the cloud, the “shortest” distance between the point and the vertices in the discrete representation erroneously makes a correspondence to the wrong side of the super-ellipse. Executing the LM optimizer from this initial guess yields the “final” results shown in Figure 4.4. Note that points that were badly initialized remain on the wrong side of the super-ellipse. The reason that this happens is that any adjustment of the $u_i$ (temporarily) increases the distance to the point in the cloud.
Here, the original Levenberg-Marquardt method is used as the optimization algorithm. The reason for not using ILM method is that the ILM method can overcome the local minimum problem somehow. For observing the stuck at local minimum problem due to the bad initial design parameters, the monotonic optimization method (LM) is chosen. For making sure that there is not a problem from un-converged, the maximum number of iterations is set as 100. The fitting results of design parameters during the optimization process are shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Results of super-ellipse generation start from bad initial guess (LM)
Figure 4.5: Fitting results analysis for the bad initial guess problem (LM)

One method for overcoming this problem is to apply the Improved Levenberg-Marquardt (ILM) algorithm as the optimization method. Recall that ILM allows the optimizer to sometimes take “uphill” steps, especially at the early stage of the optimization. Figure 4.6d shows that ILM preforms better than LM, even when both techniques are limited to 100 iterations. The better performance of ILM over LM is indeed good, but also fortuitous, because there is no guarantee that ILM will always be able to overcome bad initial $u_i$ values.
Figure 4.6: Results of super-ellipse generation start from bad initial guess (ILM)
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4.1.3 Reinitialization

Although the ILM algorithm can solve this kind of problem in super-ellipse case, there is no guarantee that the ILM can solve this kind of problem during the more complicated geometry fitting process. Moreover, for obtaining the good design parameters, one needs to run many ILM iterations that are time consuming. So, a more general method for solving this problem is introduced in this section.

To solve this problem, one can simply reinitialize the $u_i$, while keeping the best design parameters $\vec{d}$. The reinitialization technique generates a new sequence of $u_i$ based on the closest distances to the vertices associated with the latest $\vec{d}$. It is expected that this will overcome the local minimum problem.

For testing the performance of reinitialization technique, the original LM algorithm is used as optimization technique. The whole process is shown in Figure 4.8. The initializing result is shown in Figure 4.8a and the optimization result after the first 20 iterations...
is shown in Figure 4.8b. As shown in the figure, the process is stopped by reaching the maximum number of iterations. Then, keeping the new design parameters that are obtained by the first 20 iterations, the reinitializing process is executed, producing the result shown in Figure 4.8c. Finally, executing the LM optimizer with the better guess for the \( u_i \) produces the result shown in Figure 4.8d.

![Figure 4.8: Results of super-ellipse generation using reinitialization technique](image)

Here, a new item, "cycle" is defined. One cycle means the process of one initialization followed by one optimization. In each optimization process (in each cycle), there are at most IterMax iterations, which is set at the beginning of fitting process by the user.
Similarly, the user selects \textbf{CycleMax} as the maximum number of allowable cycles. Care must be taken in selecting \textbf{IterMax} and \textbf{CycleMax}. One the one hand, if the generation process involves too many cycles, most running time will be spent on the reinitialization but not on iterations for searching the correct design parameters. On the other hand, if the \textbf{IterMax} is too large, most running time will be spent on searching the design parameters near the local minimum area. From experience, it has been found that \textbf{CycleMax} is set as 5-10 based on complexity of the geometry configuration, and the \textbf{IterMax} is set as 20-30.

As shown in Figure 4.9a, during the super-ellipse fitting process, the RMS of distances will continue being reduced after 20 iterations, since the reinitializing process is taken. The total number of iterations is 40 now. It is much less compared with 100 iterations when there is no reinitialization technique. The normalized design parameters are equal to 1 as shown in Figure 4.9b.

![Figure 4.9: Fitting results analysis after using reinitialization technique](image)

(a) RMS of distances  
(b) Normalized design parameters
4.1.4 Application to Fitting an Airfoil

Fitting an airfoil to a cloud of points is more difficult than the super-ellipse fitting, owing to the airfoil’s thinness. This raises the probability that the wrong side of the airfoil will be chosen during the initialization.

For this case, a NACA 4-digit airfoil will be used [123]. The thickness distribution for a NACA 4-digit airfoil is given by

\[ y_t = 5t \cdot c \cdot \left[ 0.2969 \sqrt{\frac{x_i}{c}} + (-0.1260)\frac{x_i}{c} + (-0.3516)\frac{x_i^2}{c} + 0.2843\frac{x_i^3}{c} + (-0.1015)\frac{x_i^4}{c} \right] \]

(4.1)

where, \( x_i \) is the position along the chord line from 0 to \( c \). \( y_t \) is the thickness at \( x_i \) location. \( c \) is the length of chord. \( t \) is the maximum thickness as a fraction of the chord.

Mean camber line function of NACA 4-digit airfoil is

\[ y_c = \begin{cases} 
  m \cdot \frac{x_i}{p} \cdot (2p - \frac{x_i}{c}) \\
  m \cdot \frac{c - x_i}{1 - p} \cdot (1 + \frac{x_i}{c} - 2p) 
\end{cases} \]

(4.2)

where, the \( y_c \) is the \( y \) coordinate of the camber line at each location \( x_i \). \( m \) is the maximum camber as a fraction of the chord and \( p \) is the location of maximum camber as a fraction of chord.

Coordinates of upper and lower of airfoil surfaces can be generated by “adding” the thickness to the camber line. This gives

\[ \begin{cases} 
  x_U = x_i - y_t \cdot \sin \beta, \quad x_L = x_i + y_t \cdot \sin \theta_c \\
  y_U = y_c + y_t \cdot \cos \beta, \quad y_L = y_c - y_t \cdot \cos \theta_c 
\end{cases} \]

(4.3)
where,

$$\theta_c = \arctan\left(\frac{dy_c}{dx}\right), \quad (4.4)$$

$$\frac{dy_c}{dx} = \begin{cases} \frac{2m_{\text{NACA}}}{p^2} \left(p - \frac{x}{c}\right), & 0 \leq x \leq pc \\ \frac{2m_{\text{NACA}}}{(1-p)^2} \left(p - \frac{x}{c}\right), & pc \leq x \leq c \end{cases} \quad (4.5)$$

The above equations assume that the airfoil is generated so as to aligned with the $x$ axis.

In order to put the airfoil at an arbitrary angle, the homogeneous coordinates technique is applied in to $[x_L, y_L]$ as same as $[x_U, y_U]$, or

$$\begin{bmatrix} X_L \\ Y_L \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & \delta x \\ 0 & 1 & \delta y \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta & -\sin \theta & 0 \\ \sin \theta & \cos \theta & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} x_L \\ y_L \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} \quad (4.6)$$

For testing the robustness of the reinitialization algorithm, the similar process can be applied to a model that consists of a single NACA airfoil, shown in Figure 4.10. The red points are the points in cloud and the blue lines are the parametric model. Here, the maximum number of iterations is set as 10 for each cycle. For the airfoil problem, the correct fitting also can be obtained in only 2 cycles. In this case, chord length is fixed at one. The design parameters chosen for the NACA airfoil generation are the maximum camber $m$, location of maximum camber $p$, maximum thickness $t$, location $(\delta x, \delta y)$, and orientation angle $\theta$.

The Figure 4.11 shows the RMS of distances and normalized design parameters. There is also mis-associated some points to the wrong side of configuration after the first 10
iterations, as in Figure 4.11a. But after reinitialization, this problem is overcame. The normalized of result design parameters are almost equal to 1 in Figure 4.11b.

Figure 4.10: Generation of NACA airfoil parametric model from a cloud of points
Therefore, one expects that combining the ILM algorithm and reinitialization technique together, the whole method will be more robust and efficient. From now on, the later sections will use the new algorithm (ILM + reinitialization) for generation of parametric models from cloud of points.

### 4.2 Modified Objective Function

There is also another problem which can arise with models that will be discussed in this section. The super-ellipse is also used as a demonstration case. This kind of problem can be solved by modifying the objective function in general.

#### 4.2.1 Bad Initial Guess Problem

The problem can arise with a model such as this. It occurs when the initial guess is much bigger than the cloud of point, as shown in Figure 4.12. The red points are the points in
the cloud. The green line is initial guess of super-ellipse. The black lines are the closest distances from the points in cloud to the geometry configuration.

![Graph showing initialization based on too large initial guess](image)

**Figure 4.12:** Initialization based on too large initial guess

Here, there is a significant part of the model that is not associated with any points in the cloud. In general, the optimizer will not be able to detect and fix this since all the points in the cloud may be close to (a portion of) the configuration. To solve this, a penalty function that penalizes configurations that are too big can be added to the objective function. The penalty can be related to the surface area or volume of the configuration. When this is done, one must take care to gradually reduce the weight of the penalty so that the penalty for the final fit vanishes. At this time, a general way of doing this has not been found that does not require the use of user-specified values for the weight of the penalty term.

This problem is tested by ILM algorithm combined with reinitialization technique. There are 2 cycles and 20 iterations for each cycle. The generation process and the result are shown in Figure 4.13 4.14.
Figure 4.13: Results of super-ellipse generation start from too large initial guess (ILM)

As shown in the Figure 4.13, the accurate design parameters cannot be obtained even when the ILM algorithm applied after running 2 cycles. The RMS is reduced at first 20 iterations, but not changed more later in Figure 4.14a. The normalized length of super-ellipse (b) was not moving to 1 in Figure 4.14b. This is because there is no parametric coordinates of the model that is associated with the left and right sides points in the cloud.
For observing the gradient change easily, log(objective function) is used in contours and 2D plots. In the Figure 4.14d, the log of objective function value has a flat area. No matter increased or decreased (a lot) the length $b$, the objective function will not be changed. Therefore, the optimizer is stuck at this area. The same explanation can be applied on Figure 4.14c; there is no contour lines along $b$ direction. This means that the gradient is equal to zero at this area, and the optimizer does not know which direction need to move. For solving this problem in two cycles, in other words, more efficiently, one can improve the slop of the plot in Figure 4.14d or improve the gradient in Figure 4.14c. After doing this, the optimizer can know the moving direction. This can be achieved by adding a penalty term into the objective function.
4.2.2 Add Penalty Term

For the super-ellipse fitting based on the large initial guess, an alternative penalty function can be defined. This penalty function is based on the idea that minimizes the distances to the geometry configuration and reduces the geometry shape simultaneously. The new
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objective function after adding the penalty term is as Equation 4.7.

\[ S = \sum_{i=1}^{m} (x_{p(i)} - f_x(d_i, u_i))^2 + (y_{p(i)} - f_y(d_i, u_i))^2 + a \times b \]  

(4.7)

As shown in the Figure 4.15, after 2 cycles, the resulting configuration is much closer to the cloud of points comparing with the result from ILM algorithm only. However, the result is smaller than the shape of points cloud. The reason is that the optimizer
minimized not only the distances between the points in cloud and configuration, but also the value of \( a \times b \). As in Figure 4.16d, although the slope of the plot is increased after adding the penalty term, the minimum value of the objective function is moved to the left of the original spot.

![Figure 4.16: Fitting result analysis after adding penalty term into objective function](image)

(a) RMS of distances  
(b) Normalized design parameters  
(c) Trajectory of design parameters a and b  
(d) Objective function changed with \( b \)

Although the result is smaller than the fitting target, this can be solved by removing the penalty term after several iterations during the optimization process. However, there is not a general rule that defines which design parameters should be added as a penalty.
term into objective function. So, the more general penalty term need be defined for the optimization process.

### 4.2.3 New Objective Function

The basic idea of new objective function is that the points in the cloud should map to the full range of parametric coordinates. The specific method is, for each discrete point on the configuration, one searches the closest point from the cloud of points. This process can be added into the initialization technique as shown in Figure 4.17

![Figure 4.17: Components of new objective function](image)

(a) Distance from the original objective function  
(b) Distance from the penalty term

On one hand, Figure 4.17a shows the process that, for each point in the cloud, one searches the closest parametric coordinate on the configuration. And the sum of the square of these distances is the original objective function. On the other hand, Figure 4.17b shows the process that, for each parametric coordinate on the initial configuration, one searches the closest point from the cloud. And the sum of the square of these new distances is the penalty term of the objective function. After doing this, the points in
the cloud are mapped to the full range of the parametric coordinates. The new objective function is shown in Equation 4.8. In this format, the penalty term will be reduced to zero at the end of the optimization process (the parametric model result coincides with the points cloud). For improving the computing efficient, λ is a coefficient of penalty term that will be reduced to zero after 5 iterations. This can reduce the problem size and improve the computational time.

\[ S = \sum_{i=1}^{m} (x_{p(i)} - f_x(\vec{d}, u_i))^2 + (y_{p(i)} - f_y(\vec{d}, u_i))^2 + \lambda \times \sum_{j=1}^{n} (x_{p(j)} - f_x(\vec{d}, u_j))^2 + (y_{p(j)} - f_y(\vec{d}, u_j))^2 \] (4.8)

Figure 4.18 shows the fitting result after applying the new objective function. At this time, the accurate design parameters can be obtained only after 1 cycle. This not only overcame the bad initial guess problem, but also improved computational efficient.
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Figure 4.18: Results of super-ellipse generation after using the new objective function

As shown in the Figure 4.19b, the normalized design parameters are equal to 1 after fitting process. In the Figure 4.19d, the slop of the curve changes to monotonically increased and is easier for optimizer getting the moving direction. The same conclusion can also be obtained from the Figure 4.19c. After applying the new objective function, more contour lines are added for providing enough direction information for optimizer.
(a) RMS of distances  (b) Normalized design parameters

(c) Trajectory of design parameters a and b  (d) Objective function changed with b

Figure 4.19: Fitting result analysis after using new objective function

Above content explained the solution for the larger initial guess problem. If the initial guess is smaller than the cloud of points, the new objective function is also a good solution. An additional problem for smaller initial guess is that, during the fitting iterations, it is possible for the parametric coordinates $u$ to increase beyond the range over which $u$ is defined; when this happens, the equations that generate the body shape cannot be evaluated. To ensure that this does not happen, it is important to define the parametric coordinates to be periodic.
4.3 (Re)Classification Technique

In the above, the fitting has been done for a single component. In this section, the generation of parametric models for multiple components based on a cloud of unclassified points is introduced. To ease the discussion, the technique will be explained in two dimensions with multiple super-ellipses in this section; it will then be applied to a three-dimensional case of a glider in section 3.5.2.

The basic multiple-component problem is demonstrated by three super-ellipses. As seen in Figure 4.20, the blue line in Figure 4.20a is the initial guess and the red points are the points in the cloud. The blue line in Figure 4.20b is three parametric models which is generated from the technique. The objective here is to find a method that starts from Figure 4.20a and ends at Figure 4.20b. This process is almost the same as the single component problem, but the multiple components problem needs one more technique to classify the different components and use the single component technique on each part after classification. Specifically, the classification need be finished at the same time as the objective function is minimized.
4.3.1 Basic Idea

Recall that for the single component problem, the original initialization technique found the \( u_i \) by finding the smallest distance from points in the cloud to the discrete points in the model. For multiple components, during the initialization process one also needs to record the identity of the component to which each point in the cloud belongs. Figure 4.21 shows the classification result based on different cycles. The pink points are classified to the first super-ellipse. The green points are classified to the second super-ellipse. The black points are classified to the third super-ellipse. At the beginning, there are many points that are mis-classified because of the poor initial guess. During the optimization process, the configuration matches the cloud of points better and the number of mis-classified points is reduced. At the end of the optimization process, the accurate parametric geometry model can be obtained and all points are classified to the correct related component.
Figure 4.21: Progression of fitting results for three super-ellipses (basic classification technique)

4.3.2 Improved Classification Technique

Classification correlates with the optimization process. If the initial classification is not good, the optimization will yield a bad result, which in turn will yield incorrect results in subsequent classifications. As can be seen in Figure 4.22a, there are many misclassified points near the intersections of the super-ellipses, which will adversely impact the optimization result. Therefore, a strategy has been adopted in which the points in the
cloud that are near the intersections (as evidenced by the fact that they are equally close to two or more components) are temporarily ignored; the tolerance to determine if they are "equally close" is rather loose in early stages and is gradually tightened so that, in the end, nearly all points are classified.

Here, we defined the coefficient of classification $cof$. Generally, $cof$ is chosen the number between 1 to 2 at the beginning of the fitting process. The larger $cof$, the more junction points will be ignored during the classification process. When the $cof = 1$, there are no points ignored.

Note that classification is part of initialization, and that any time one needs to reinitialize, one also needs to reclassify.

This new classification scheme has been applied to the case of three intersecting super-ellipses, as shown in Figure 4.22b. The points in the junction area are ignored at the beginning of the optimization process.

![Figure 4.22: Comparison of different classification results for three super-ellipses](image)

(a) Result of original classification  
(b) Result of improved classification
Several cycles of the optimization are shown in Figure 4.23. The green points are the points classified to super-ellipse 1, the pink points are the points classified to super-ellipse 2, and the black points are the points classified to super-ellipse 3. The blue lines are the parametric super-ellipse model that is generated based on the cloud of points. During the optimization process, the configuration matches the cloud of points better and the ignored points in the junction area are counted back to the objective function. As shown in the Figure 4.23d, the accurate parametric geometry model can be obtained after 7 cycles. But for the original classification technique, there are 10 cycles for getting the correct design parameters. So, the improved classification technique improved the efficiency of the whole algorithms through avoiding the mis-classification problem.
Figure 4.23: Progression of fitting results for three super-ellipses (improved classification technique)

4.4 Algorithm Test

In this section, the data sensitivity of whole algorithm is evaluated. This is separated into two test parts. One is the test regarding the non-uniform cloud of points, the other one is regarding the noisy points in the cloud. Figure 4.24 shows the fitting result based on
the general format of points cloud (uniform space and no noisy points). In this section, all the tests are upon 2 cycles and 20 maximum iterations per cycle.

![Initial guess](image1.png)

(a) Initial guess

![Fitting result](image2.png)

(b) Fitting result

![RMS of distances](image3.png)

(c) RMS of distances

![Normalized design parameters](image4.png)

(d) Normalized design parameters

Figure 4.24: Super-ellipse fitting result based on the general format of points cloud

### 4.4.1 Non-uniform Cloud of Points

In this section, three non-uniform space points data are tested by the fitting algorithm. For the three cases, in Figure 4.25 4.26 4.27, points are randomly moved to non-uniform spots. This means that, in some areas, the points are overlapped, and in some areas,
there are not points on it. As shown in the Figures, all of the fitting results are pretty close to the points in the cloud. And the normalized design parameters are equal to 1. Therefore, it can be concluded that the non-uniform cloud of points will not impact the accuracy of the algorithm.

![Figure 4.25: Super-ellipse fitting result based on the non-uniform space points data 1](image)

(a) Initial guess

(b) Fitting result

(c) RMS of distances

(d) Normalized design parameters
Figure 4.26: Super-ellipse fitting result based on the non-uniform space points data 2
4.4.2 Noise Data Sensitivity

In this section, three noisy points data are tested by the algorithm. In each case, some errors are added into the original cloud of points. The method of adding errors is as below equation:

\[
\begin{align*}
    x_{p_{\text{new}}} &= err + x_p \\
    y_{p_{\text{new}}} &= err + y_p
\end{align*}
\] (4.9)
where, the \((x_{p\text{new}}, y_{p\text{new}})\) are the coordinates of the point with noise. \((x_p, y_p)\) are the original coordinates of the accurate points in the cloud. \(err\) is the random error added into the original coordinates. \(err\) is randomly distributed from \((0, 1)\). The mean of the \(err\) is 0.5. For the first case, in Figure 4.28, the adding \(err\) is \(0.1 \times err\). Then we calculated the percentage of the error for the whole points in the cloud by the formula:

\[
\text{percent} = 0.1 \times err / a
\]

where, \(a\) is the width (short edge) of the super-ellipse.

So, the first case contains 1.6% errors as noisy points. The optimization process and the result are shown in Figure 4.28. The normalized design parameters are equal to 1 even if there are noisy points in the cloud.
For the second testing case, 5% errors are contained in the cloud of points. As shown in the Figure 4.29, the normalized result design parameters are moved away from 1 a little bit, but the results are still in the acceptable range.
For the third testing case, 8.3% errors are contained in the cloud of points. As shown in the Figure 4.30, the normalized result design parameters are moved further from 1. Although the rough parametric geometry model can be obtained from this case, the design parameters are not accurate enough.
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However, for the further testing, two more extra cycles (total 4 cycles) are run on this case. The fitting results are shown in Figure 4.31. As shown in the figure, the normalized design parameters are more closer to 1 comparing with only run two cycles. And the RMS is still reduced in the extra 2 cycles.
Therefore, it can be concluded that it needs more running time (cycles) when the cloud of points contains more errors or noisy points. In order to getting the accurate parametric model via this algorithm, the efficiency (running time) should be used as trade off term.
4.5 Test Examples in 3D

In this section, the whole algorithm will be tested in 3D configuration generation problem. Comparing with the 2D problem, 3D problem have 2 parametric coordinates \((u_i, v_i)\) for each point in the space. Here, we recall the Jacobian matrix defined in Chapter 3, section 2.3.1. The Jacobian matrix for 3D (super-ellipsoid) problem can be written as:

\[
J = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial f_x(1)}{\partial d_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_x(1)}{\partial d_n} & 0 & \cdots & 0 & \frac{\partial f_x(1)}{\partial u_1} & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
\frac{\partial f_x(2)}{\partial d_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_x(2)}{\partial d_n} & 0 & \frac{\partial f_x(2)}{\partial u_2} & \cdots & 0 & 0 & \frac{\partial f_x(2)}{\partial v_2} & \cdots & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{\partial f_x(m)}{\partial d_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_x(m)}{\partial d_n} & 0 & \cdots & 0 & \frac{\partial f_x(m)}{\partial u_m} & 0 & \cdots & 0 & \frac{\partial f_x(m)}{\partial v_m} \\
\frac{\partial f_y(1)}{\partial d_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_y(1)}{\partial d_n} & \frac{\partial f_y(1)}{\partial u_1} & 0 & \cdots & 0 & \frac{\partial f_y(1)}{\partial v_1} & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{\partial f_y(m)}{\partial d_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_y(m)}{\partial d_n} & 0 & \cdots & 0 & \frac{\partial f_y(m)}{\partial u_m} & 0 & \cdots & 0 & \frac{\partial f_y(m)}{\partial v_m} \\
\frac{\partial f_z(1)}{\partial d_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_z(1)}{\partial d_n} & \frac{\partial f_z(1)}{\partial u_1} & 0 & \cdots & 0 & \frac{\partial f_z(1)}{\partial v_1} & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{\partial f_z(m)}{\partial d_1} & \cdots & \frac{\partial f_z(m)}{\partial d_n} & 0 & \cdots & 0 & \frac{\partial f_z(m)}{\partial u_m} & 0 & \cdots & 0 & \frac{\partial f_z(m)}{\partial v_m}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

After using spare technique, the Equation 4.12 can be stored as:

\[
(4.11)
\]
In this section, the fuselage and wing are tested as a single component configuration, because they are the basic components of aircraft.

4.5.1 Single Component Configuration

Figure 4.32 shows the fitting result of 3D wing on different cycles based on 1000 points. The green lines are the fitting target (cloud of points), which is the original wing model that was used to generate the cloud of points, and the blue lines show the optimization results. The convergence histories of these calculations are shown in Figure 4.33. In part (a) the RMS of the distances between the points in the cloud and the surface are shown as a function of iteration number; the abrupt rises in the RMS values occur during the reinitialization process (because the initial values of \((u_i, v_i)\) are restricted to being one of the points in the discrete representation of the model).
In part (b), the various design parameters, each normalized by its value that was used when the cloud of points were generated, are shown. Most of the optimized design parameters match their targets very well; the few that do not fit well (wing area, twist angle, and maximum thickness) turn out to have very little influence in this case and so their discrepancies are not significant.

Table 4.1: Design Parameters of the Wing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X Loc</th>
<th>Z Loc</th>
<th>Thick</th>
<th>Camber</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Taper</th>
<th>Sweep</th>
<th>Twist</th>
<th>Dihedral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.32: Progression of fitting results for 3D wing
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(a) RMS of distances  
(b) Normalized parameters

Figure 4.33: RMS distances and normalized parameters for 3D wing

The second single-component configuration in three dimensions is a parametric fuselage, which is defined as the ruled surface between several super-elliptical cross-sections. Since there are 6 cross-sections, and each has 4 design parameters, this case contains a total of 24 design parameters, which are shown in Table 4.2. These are in addition to the $2m$ optimization variables ($u_i, v_i$) that are associated with the $m$ points in the cloud.

Table 4.2: Design Parameters of the Fuselage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Section1</th>
<th>Section2</th>
<th>Section3</th>
<th>Section4</th>
<th>Section5</th>
<th>Section6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X Location</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Location</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The iteration history, final fitting result, and normalized optimized parameters are shown in Figures 4.34-4.36. As can be seen from the Figure 4.34, the correct fitting result can
be obtained after one cycle. For Figure 4.36, the discontinuities result from target values that are zero, for which a normalized result is not defined.

Figure 4.34: Progression of fitting results for 3D fuselage
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Figure 4.35: Final fitting result of 3D fuselage after using periodic \((u, v)\)

Figure 4.36: RMS distances and normalized parameters for 3D fuselage

4.5.2 Multiple Components Configuration

Figures 4.37 to 4.40 show the results of fitting the glider to the cloud of points with the classification technique. Because the initial guess is used in the first classification, care must be taken to create an initial guess that is somewhat close to the final configuration. (For example, an aircraft with a canard configuration should start with design parameters for a canard and not parameters for a conventional wing/tail configuration.) The initial
guess and generated model for different cycles are shown in Figure 4.37. The green lines are the target model and blue lines are the generated glider model. The correct fitting result is obtained after 8 cycles. In this case, the coefficient of classification technique \( cof \) is set as 2. After 6 cycles, this coefficient \( cof \) is reduced to 1 which means no points are ignored. The original design parameters of glider are shown in Table 5.5 - 5.8

Table 4.3: Design Parameters of the the Fuselage in Glider

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>X Location</th>
<th>Z Location</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Design Parameters of the Wing in Glider

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X Location</th>
<th>Z Location</th>
<th>Thick</th>
<th>Camber</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Taper</th>
<th>Sweep</th>
<th>Twist</th>
<th>Dihedral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Design Parameters of the Horizontal Tail in Glider

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X Location</th>
<th>Z Location</th>
<th>Thick</th>
<th>Camber</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Taper</th>
<th>Sweep</th>
<th>Twist</th>
<th>Dihedral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Design Parameters of the Vertical Tail in Glider

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X Location</th>
<th>Z Location</th>
<th>Thick</th>
<th>Camber</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Taper</th>
<th>Sweep</th>
<th>Twist</th>
<th>Dihedral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.38 shows the number of points associated with each component after classification cycle. Because the points in the vicinity of the intersections are be ignored at the beginning of optimization, the number of points associated with each component is much smaller than it should be. As the optimization progresses, and the shape of the model becomes closer to the correct result, the number of ignored points is automatically reduced. The final number of points associated with each component ends up being within 1% of the correct number.
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(a) Number of points on fuselage

(b) Number of points on wing

(c) Number of points on horizontal tail

(d) Number of points on vertical tail

Figure 4.38: Number of points associated with each component for 3D glider

The final result adds the classification step to the glider, and the results are shown in Figure 4.39. The RMS of distance from points in cloud to the surface of the glider is shown in Figure 4.40a, where the system converges after 6 cycles. The normalized design parameters for the glider are shown in Figure 4.40b. As can be seen, the generated normalized parameters in the unclassified problem is not as good as in the pre-classified problem. This is because 1% of the points are misclassified. However, the whole technique applied on the cloud of unclassified points still yields an acceptable result.
Figure 4.39: Final fitting result for 3D glider
4.5.3 Improvement of ILM Method

For focusing on the effect of ILM algorithm during glider fitting problem, the points in cloud are pre-classified (each point associated to the correct component). The initial guess and fitting result of the test problem are shown in Figure 4.41. The green lines are the target for fitting and the blue lines are the initial guess and fitting result.
The fitting results after 10 iterations based on different updating rules are shown in Figure 4.42. The green lines are the target for fitting, and the blue lines are the result of the optimization process. As can be seen, using the simulated annealing idea for updating the iteration result can increase the convergence speed. After 10 iterations, the shape of the parametric model in Figure 4.42d (using ILM method) is closer to the fitting target comparing with the shape in Figure 4.42b or in Figure 4.42c (which corresponds to a scheme in which trial solutions are accepted based upon a random number, as is done in simulated annealing alone).
Figure 4.42: Comparison of different variants of LM method after 10 iterations

Figure 4.43a shows the RMS distances between points in the cloud and generated glider. After relaxing the condition of updating the iterations’ result, the RMS distance reduced more quickly. It can get the correct geometry model after 5 cycles, as opposed to 8 cycles during using the original LM method. Also, the normalized parameters are all nearly one, which are shown in Figure 4.43b.
All cases above are calculated with the derivatives by hand, and coded in MATLAB. In order to apply the algorithm to more general geometry configuration generation, one needs a platform that can provide a geometry model easily and calculate the analytical derivatives automatically. Therefore, the Engineering Sketch Pad (ESP) is used as the library for applying the new algorithm. Additionally, all the algorithm will be written in C code when it is integrated into ESP platform. And the running time is 100 times faster than in MATLAB.
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Analysis of Accuracy, Robustness and Efficiency

In this chapter, the algorithm will be used for generating more types of parametric geometry models based on the cloud of points. For applying the algorithm to more general geometry configurations generation, Engineering Sketch Pad (ESP) is used as the platform for the algorithm. ESP is a feature-based solid-modeling system that is web-enabled and can be used with most modern web browsers. In many ways it mirrors the functionality of modern parametric commercial CAD systems. [124]. It can provide a general way for generating the solid geometry model. And it is also be able to compute the sensitivity of the objective function with respect to the driving parameters in a robust and efficient manner.[125].
5.1 ESP Introduction

Within the multi-disciplinary analysis and optimization community, there is a strong need for browser-based tools that provide users with the ability to visualize and interact with complex three-dimensional configurations. This need is particularly acute when the designs involve shape- and/or feature-based optimizations. Described herein is a family of open-sources software products that provide such a capability. At the top is a browser-based system, called the Engineering Sketch Pad (ESP), which provides the user with the ability to interact with a configuration by building and/or modifying the design parameters and feature tree that define the configuration. ESP is built both upon the WebViewer (which is a WebGL-based visualizer for three-dimensional configurations and data) and upon OpenCSM (which is a constructive solid modeler; it in turn is built upon the EGADS and OpenCASCADE systems)[124]. The OpenCSM is the main library that will be used for integrating the fitting algorithm. This will be introduced in the following sections.

5.1.1 Geometry Model Generation (CSM file)

Open Source Constructive Solid Modeler (OpenCSM) is same as the constructive solid modeling (CSG) in modern CAD systems, such a CatiaV5, SolidWorks, and Pro/ENGINEER. In these approaches, a model consists of two types of items:

1. A build recipe (sometimes called a feature tree) that describes the types of and order of operations that one must perform.

2. A set of design parameters that influence the exact shape of objects created (and sometimes which part of the feature tree should be executed).
Comparing with the traditional CAD software, OpenCSM:

1. provides the easily coding format .csm file for describing the solid geometry models.
2. primitives can be pre-defined or defined by the user-self.
3. computes the derivatives/sensitivities analytically.
4. can be modified based on user’s problem (open source)

The .csm file and the sensitivities calculation are the two key features that will be used in the fitting algorithm. The .csm file is discussed in this section. The sensitivities calculation method will be introduced in the next section.

.csm file will be used as the input for the algorithm of generating parametric models. This file can provide parametric geometry model (build recipe) and the initial guess of design parameters. For each iteration of the optimization process, the new design parameters are obtained and updated into the .csm file for rebuilding the new solid geometry model.

5.1.2 Analytical Sensitivity Generation

OpenCSM provides a pair of complementary techniques for computing configuration sensitivities directly on parametric, CAD-based geometries. This technique computes the configuration sensitivity analytically by differentiating the geometry-generating process. [125]

This method needs to have access to the processes used to generate the various operations; this includes the generation of the primitives as well as construction operations such as filleting. Analytical derivatives can also be calculated if the construction process for the primitives can be reverse engineered, as was done here in OpenCSM.
When computing analytic sensitivities on Faces, the first step is to determine the primitive that originally created that Face. Once the correspondence between the root (final) and primitive (original) Faces is known, the point at which the sensitivity is desired, say $\bar{x}_{\text{root}}$, is transformed into $\bar{x}_{\text{prim}}$ by walking up the feature tree from the root to the element that created the Face, and applying the inverse of the transformations that were traversed.

### 5.1.3 Integrate the New Algorithm

The algorithm of generating parametric models is coded in C for working on the ESP platform. The program is named `matchCSM.c`. Because the program is built upon the OpenCSM and EGADS, several APIs [126] need to be used during the programming process. The APIs used in the `matchCSM` are listed below:

- `ocsmLoad` – read a `.csm` file and create a model (feature tree branches)
- `ocsmBuild` – execute the feature tree and create a group of Bodies
- `ocsmGetXYZ` – get the coordinates of the points on geometry model
- `ocsmGetValu` – get the definition and value of a design parameter
- `ocsmSetValu` – set the definition and value of a design parameter
- `ocsmGetVel` – get the sensitivity of a design parameter
- `EG.evaluate` – get the sensitivity of the parametric coordinates
- `EG.attributeRet` – get an attribute associated with a particular branch
5.2 Generalization and Accuracy

In this section, the matchCSM is used for fitting 6 different geometry models for testing the generalization of the program. The key standard for evaluating the accuracy is the result of normalized design parameters. If they are equal to 1 or almost to 1, that means the accurate results can be obtained by the program.

The Figure 5.1 - 5.6 are the fitting cases regarding box, rotated box, fuselage, wing, glider and plane (with engines). The red points are the cloud of points (targets). The blue points in Figure (a)s are the configurations generated by the initial guess design parameters. The blue points in Figure (b)s are the configurations generated by the fitting results. Figure (c)s show the RMS of the distances between the points to the configurations during the optimization process. Figure (d)s are the normalized results of design parameters for each geometry model. As shown in these figures, for the single-component configuration, the normalized design parameters are equal to 1 at the end of the iterations. On the other hand, for the multiple-component geometries, results of the glider fitting and plane fitting are acceptable (normalized design parameters are almost = 1). The original design parameters and fitting results are shown in below:
5.2.1 Box Testing Case

Table 5.1: Design Parameters of the Box (in ESP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X Location</th>
<th>Y Location</th>
<th>Z Location</th>
<th>X Length</th>
<th>Y Length</th>
<th>Z Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 5.1: Box fitting results

(a) Initial guess and target  
(b) Fitting result  
(c) RMS of distance  
(d) Normalized design parameters

As shown in the above, the correct design parameters can be obtained after 130 iterations for box fitting problem.
5.2.2 Rotated Box Testing Case

Table 5.2: Design Parameters of the Rotated Box (in ESP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X Location</th>
<th>Y Location</th>
<th>Z Location</th>
<th>X Length</th>
<th>Y Length</th>
<th>Z Length</th>
<th>X Angle</th>
<th>Y Angle</th>
<th>Z Angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Initial guess and target  
(b) Fitting result  
(c) RMS of distance  
(d) Normalized design parameters

Figure 5.2: Rotated box fitting results

Due to the rotation angles are added into design parameters, the correct values can be obtained after 310 iterations for rotated box fitting problem.
5.2.3 Fuselage Testing Case

Table 5.3: Design Parameters of the Fuselage (in ESP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section1</th>
<th>Section2</th>
<th>Section3</th>
<th>Section4</th>
<th>Section5</th>
<th>Section6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X Location</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Location</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Initial guess and target
(b) Fitting result
(c) RMS of distance
(d) Normalized design parameters

Figure 5.3: Fuselage fitting results
The fuselage model is a blend of 6 super-ellipses sections, the correct design parameters can be obtained after 15 cycles and total 160 iterations. In the figure of normalized design parameters, the gap between two points is due to the original design parameters at that point is 0.
5.2.4 Wing Testing Case

Table 5.4: Design Parameters of the Wing (in ESP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thick</th>
<th>Camber</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Taper</th>
<th>Sweep</th>
<th>Twist</th>
<th>Dihedral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Initial guess and target  
(b) Fitting result

Figure 5.4: Wing fitting results

The wing model is ruled by the root and tip, the correct design parameters can be obtained after 11 cycles and total 110 iterations.
### 5.2.5 Glider Testing Case

Table 5.5: Design Parameters of the Fuselage in Glider (in ESP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section1</th>
<th>Section2</th>
<th>Section3</th>
<th>Section4</th>
<th>Section5</th>
<th>Section6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X Location</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Location</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: Design Parameters of the Wing in Glider (in ESP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X Location</th>
<th>Z Location</th>
<th>Thick</th>
<th>Camber</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Taper</th>
<th>Sweep</th>
<th>Twist</th>
<th>Dihedral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7: Design Parameters of the Horizontal Tail in Glider (in ESP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X Location</th>
<th>Z Location</th>
<th>Thick</th>
<th>Camber</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Taper</th>
<th>Sweep</th>
<th>Twist</th>
<th>Dihedral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.8: Design Parameters of the Vertical Tail in Glider (in ESP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X Location</th>
<th>Z Location</th>
<th>Thick</th>
<th>Camber</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Taper</th>
<th>Sweep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 5.5: Glider fitting results

(a) Initial guess and target
(b) Fitting result
(c) RMS of distance
(d) Normalized design parameters

The glider model is composed by the fuselage, wing, vertical tail and horizontal tail. Because the glider model is multiple components and more complicate structure, the approximate correct design parameters can be obtained after 15 cycles and total 170 iterations.
5.2.6 Plane Testing Case

The design parameters of the plane are same as the glider’s except added two more components on the glider. They are:

Table 5.9: Design Parameters of the Engine in Plane (in ESP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X Location</th>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Camber</th>
<th>Percent of Span</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.10: Design Parameters of the Strut (connection between engine and wing) in Plane (in ESP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X Location</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Sweep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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(a) Initial guess and target

(b) Fitting result

(c) RMS of distance

(d) Normalized design parameters

Figure 5.6: Plane fitting results

The plane model is composed by the glider, engines and struts (connections between wing and engines). Because the plane model contains more small parts, the approximate correct design parameters can be obtained after 15 cycles and total 320 iterations.
5.3 Robustness

In this section, the robustness for the different initial guess is tested when using the matchCSM for the fuselage fitting problem. 6 sets of different design parameters are assigned to the parametric fuselage model, as in Table 5.12 - 5.17. There are diverse initial guesses in their 6 sets. They included: initial guess bigger than the target (Figure 5.8), initial guess smaller than the target (Figure 5.9), the initial guess cross the target (Figure 5.10), the initial guess fluctuates around the target (Figure 5.11), initial guess rotated in one direction (Figure 5.12) and initial guess rotated in 3 directions (Figure 5.13). As shown in the Figures, the normalized design parameters are all equal or almost equal to 1. This means the program is robust for different types of initial guesses.

The original fuselage model is shown in Figure 5.7, and the design parameters are shown in Table 5.11.

Table 5.11: Design Parameters of Rotated Fuselage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Section1</th>
<th>Section2</th>
<th>Section3</th>
<th>Section4</th>
<th>Section5</th>
<th>Section6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X Location</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Location</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Rotation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y Rotation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Rotation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.7: Original fuselage model
5.3.1 Initial Guess Larger than the Target Configuration

Table 5.12: 1st Set of Initial Design Parameters for Rotated Fuselage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X Location</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Location</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Rotation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y Rotation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Rotation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in the above, starting from the large initial guess, the original design parameters can be obtained after using matchCSM as fitting technique.
5.3.2 Initial Guess Smaller than the Target Configuration

Table 5.13: 2nd Initial Design Parameters of Rotated Fuselage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section1</th>
<th>Section1</th>
<th>Section3</th>
<th>Section4</th>
<th>Section5</th>
<th>Section6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X Location</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Location</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Rotation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y Rotation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Rotation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Initial guess and target
(b) Normalized design parameters

Figure 5.9: Fuselage fitting results based on the 2nd initial guess

As shown in the above, starting from the small initial guess, the original design parameters can be obtained after using matchCSM as fitting technique.
5.3.3 Initial Guess Cross the Target Configuration

Table 5.14: 3rd Initial Design Parameters of Rotated Fuselage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Section1</th>
<th>Section1</th>
<th>Section3</th>
<th>Section4</th>
<th>Section5</th>
<th>Section6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X Location</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Location</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Rotation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y Rotation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Rotation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Initial guess and target  
(b) Normalized design parameters

Figure 5.10: Fuselage fitting results based on the 3rd initial guess

As shown in the above, starting from the initial guess configuration cross the cloud of points, the original design parameters can be obtained after using \texttt{matchCSM} as fitting technique.
5.3.4 Initial Guess Fluctuates around the Target Configuration

Table 5.15: 4th Initial Design Parameters of Rotated Fuselage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Section1</th>
<th>Section1</th>
<th>Section3</th>
<th>Section4</th>
<th>Section5</th>
<th>Section6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X Location</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Location</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Rotation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y Rotation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Rotation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in the above, starting from the initial guess configuration fluctuates the cloud of points, the original design parameters can be obtained after using `matchCSM` as fitting technique.
5.3.5 Initial Guess Rotated in 1 Direction

Table 5.16: 5th Initial Design Parameters of Rotated Fuselage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section1</th>
<th>Section1</th>
<th>Section3</th>
<th>Section4</th>
<th>Section5</th>
<th>Section6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X Location</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Location</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Rotation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y Rotation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Rotation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Initial guess and target

(b) Normalized design parameters

Figure 5.12: Fuselage fitting results based on the 5th initial guess

As shown in the above, starting from the initial guess configuration rotated in 1 direction, the original design parameters can be obtained after using matchCSM as fitting technique.
5.3.6 Initial Guess Rotated in 6 Direction

Table 5.17: 6th Initial Design Parameters of Rotated Fuselage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Section1</th>
<th>Section1</th>
<th>Section3</th>
<th>Section4</th>
<th>Section5</th>
<th>Section6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X Location</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Location</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Rotation</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y Rotation</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z Rotation</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Initial guess and target  
(b) Normalized design parameters

Figure 5.13: Fuselage fitting results based on the 6th initial guess

As shown in the above, starting from the initial guess configuration rotated in 3 directions, the original design parameters can be obtained after using matchCSM as fitting technique.
5.4 Efficiency

In this section, the efficiency of \texttt{matchCSM} is tested in 3 ways. First, one tests the general running time for different types of geometry models. Second, using the wing as the geometry model, one tests the running time based on different number of faces. Third, also using the wing as the geometry model, one tests the running time based on different number of points.

5.4.1 Complexity of the Algorithm

For analyzing the complexity of the program, we recall the sparse technique in Chapter 3, section 3.3.2. In this Chapter, the Hession matrix for 3D problem is shown in Figure 5.14. After using sparse technique, the space of storing the Jacobian matrix $O(m)$, where $m$ is the number of points. For the arithmetic of sparse Jacobian matrix, there are $2 \times n \times n \times m$ plus and multiply operations in block A. There are $2 \times n \times m$ multiply operations in block $B_1$, $B_2$, $C_1$ and $C_2$. There are $2 \times m$ multiply operations in block $D_1 - D_4$. Therefore, the complexity of arithmetic is $O(m)$ due to $n << m$. 
5.4.2 Time Analysis for Different Geometry Configurations

In this section, the running times of different types geometry models generation are recorded. For all the tested cases, the maximum number of iterations $\text{IterMax}$ is set as 30. The maximum number of cycle is 15. If the final RMS is not reduced in 2 cycles, the process will be stopped. The coefficient of classification $\text{cof}$ is set as 1.5. From Table 5.18, the running time for each case is listed. The $\text{Time(optimizer)}$ means the time ignored the geometry building time. $\text{Per ILM}$ means the time for calculating each iteration function. $\text{Per Initialization}$ means the time for each initialization/classification process. $\text{Per Derivative}$ means the time for generating the derivative of each design parameters.

The total running time of the multiple-component configurations is much more than the time of single-component configurations. The reason is that the generation of multiple-component configurations involves the $\text{UNION}$ Boolean operation in the $\text{ocsmBuild}$ function. The $\text{UNION}$ operation is provided by the OpenCASCADE library, and is very time
consuming. Because the geometry building process is not the key point in the geometry fitting research, the time ignored in the **ocsmBuild** is also recorded for analyzing the efficiency of the fitting algorithm. If one focus on the optimization algorithm (ignoring the **ocsmBuild** time), the running time of generating multiple-component configurations is reduced to less than 10% of the original running time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometry model</th>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Rotated Box</th>
<th>Fuselage</th>
<th>Wing</th>
<th>Glider</th>
<th>Plane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of points</td>
<td>10758</td>
<td>44358</td>
<td>6114</td>
<td>1731</td>
<td>22930</td>
<td>30516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterations</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time/iter</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>45.93</td>
<td>238.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time(optimizer)/iter</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time</td>
<td>22.69</td>
<td>97.64</td>
<td>141.69</td>
<td>75.92</td>
<td>10148.37</td>
<td>77034.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time (optimizer)</td>
<td>19.80</td>
<td>85.13</td>
<td>94.75</td>
<td>8.83</td>
<td>1434.91</td>
<td>4334.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per ILM</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per Initialization</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per Derivative</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>4.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per Build</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>42.09</td>
<td>232.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The plane model is the most complicate geometry model being fitted in this research. To sum up, the plane fitting process can be finished in 21 hours as total time for $3 \times 10^5$ points in the cloud (by **matchCSM** of a MacBook Pro). The core optimization algorithm (not count geometry building time) only takes 70 minutes in it.

From Figure 5.15, there is the running time regarding fitting different type configurations. As shown in the figures, the more complex the geometry model, the more time needs to
be spent on the ILM function and generating the Jacobian matrix. In the first 2 cases (box fitting), the time of geometry building takes 10% of the total running time. The time ignoring the "build time" almost can be seen as the running time of the optimization algorithm. For the fuselage case, the optimizer time takes 70% of the total running time. For the wing case, the optimizer time takes 10% of the total running time, because the wing model (.csm file) involves the internal calculations for generating the geometry model (like calculating span based on the area and aspect ratio). Therefore, the more complex the geometry model, the more time needs to be spent on the geometry build. In the glider case, the total running time is reduced 85% after ignoring the build time. For the plane case, the time is reduced 93%.

![Figure 5.15: Running time distribution for different configurations](image-url)
5.4.3 Test 8 Different Number of Design Parameters

In this section, the wing is used as the fitting geometry model. We are focusing on the running time changed with the number of design parameters.

In ESP platform, the number of design parameters not only impacts the running time of each iteration function (due to the different different $n$ in Jacobian matrix). As shown in Figure 5.16, there are the 8 design parameters model and 64 design parameters (each section on the wing has a set design parameters) model. During generating the wing model in Figure 5.16b, all the faces will be blend together in order to making sure the number of faces for this two models are same. The geometry structure (shape) of these cases are the same except the number of design parameters. The results of time is listed in Table 5.19.

(a) 8 design parameters wing  
(b) 64 design parameters wing

Figure 5.16: Different number of design parameters for the wing generation
As shown in the Figure 5.17, the vertical axis is the normalized time \( T_N \) (normalized time is the ratio of current time value to the first time value, the formula is \( T_{Ni} = T_i/T_1 \)). The time per ILM function increased linearly with the number of design parameters due to the more columns in Jacobian matrix. Here, sparse techniques developed in Chapter 3 reduced the complexity of matrix (and linear equations) calculation into \( O(n) \). The time per initialization/classification, the time for generating sensitives for each design parameter and the time for building the geometry model are keep constants.
Section 5.4.4 Test 8 Different Number of Faces

Because the OpenCSM constitutes the geometry models based on faces, the points in cloud should be classified to different faces during the classifying process. And the "ocsmGetVel" also generates the sensitivities of design parameters based on different faces. In this section, the wing is used as the fitting geometry model. We are focusing on the running time changed with the number of faces. The design parameters and geometry structure are the same except the number of faces. The results of time is listed in Table 5.20.
Table 5.20: Running Time for Wings in Different Number of Faces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of faces</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>26</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>38</th>
<th>44</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cycle</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterations</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time/iter</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time(optimizer)/iter</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total time      | 98.79| 155.37| 192.26| 269.18| 394.80| 447.56| 721.92| 897.81|
| Total time (optimizer) | 10.79| 14.23| 16.06| 16.95| 24.06| 25.80| 35.15| 40.63|
| Per ILM         | 0.005| 0.006| 0.006| 0.005| 0.005| 0.005| 0.005| 0.005|
| Per Initialization | 0.0128| 0.0131| 0.0133| 0.0134| 0.0143| 0.0157| 0.0155| 0.0163|
| Per Derivative  | 0.0045| 0.0054| 0.0056| 0.0057| 0.0067| 0.0068| 0.0072| 0.0079|
| Per Build       | 0.41 | 0.67 | 0.90 | 1.13 | 1.36 | 1.57 | 1.83 | 2.09 |

As shown in the Figure 5.18, the time per ILM function keeps constant and does not change with the number of faces. However, the time per initialization/classification, time for generating sensitives for each design parameter and the time for each build function are increased linearly with the number of faces.
5.4.5 Test 8 Different Number of Points in Cloud

In this section, the wing is also used as the fitting geometry model. We are focusing on the running time changed with the number of points in cloud. The number of points is changed from 1731 to 13848. The design parameters and geometry structure are the same except the number of points in cloud. The results of time is listed in Table 5.21.
Table 5.21: Running Time for Wings in Different Number of Points in Cloud

| Number of DPs | 8 |
| Number of faces | 8 |
| Number of points | 1731 | 3462 | 5193 | 6924 | 8655 | 10386 | 12117 | 13848 |
| Cycle | 10 | 10 | 9 | 8 | 7 | 7 | 7 | 7 |
| Iterations | 131 | 119 | 125 | 116 | 72 | 89 | 107 | 107 |
| Time/iter | 0.69 | 0.73 | 0.78 | 0.78 | 0.85 | 0.87 | 0.89 | 0.93 |
| Time(optimizer)/iter | 0.04 | 0.08 | 0.11 | 0.14 | 0.18 | 0.21 | 0.24 | 0.27 |
| Total time | 98.79 | 95.43 | 105.05 | 97.84 | 68.71 | 84.73 | 102.29 | 107.39 |
| Total time (optimizer) | 10.79 | 14.56 | 18.98 | 21.11 | 17.96 | 23.69 | 30.96 | 35.10 |
| Per ILM | 0.005 | 0.010 | 0.013 | 0.018 | 0.023 | 0.027 | 0.030 | 0.034 |
| Per Initialization | 0.0128 | 0.0280 | 0.0405 | 0.0553 | 0.0688 | 0.0843 | 0.0938 | 0.1121 |
| Per Derivative | 0.0045 | 0.0077 | 0.0109 | 0.0140 | 0.0184 | 0.0210 | 0.0241 | 0.0274 |
| Per Build | 0.41 | 0.41 | 0.42 | 0.40 | 0.42 | 0.42 | 0.41 | 0.42 |

As shown in the Figure 5.17, the time per ILM function, the time per initialization/classification and the time for generating sensitives for each design parameter are increased linearly with the number of design parameters because the sparse techniques developed in Chapter 3 reduced the complexity of matrix (and linear equations) calculation into $O(n)$. At the same time, the time per build function is keep constants.
It can be concluded that after applying the algorithm developed in this paper, generating the parametric model from a cloud of points can be solved in the reasonable time.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary

The objective of this work is to fit a parametric geometry model to a cloud of unclassified points, and to do so accurately and efficiently. The fitting process uses a modified gradient-based optimization method that is applied to the whole cloud, without the need for a user to segment or classify the points. It minimizes the least square of the distances from the geometry model to the points in the cloud.

The basic optimization technique used is the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, which is a combination of the gradient descent and Newton’s methods. In order to overcome a few shortcomings of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, ideas are borrowed from a heuristic optimization method (Simulated Annealing) to help it improve the fitting accuracy and to help it avoid local minima in the objective function. This new Improved Levenberg-Marquardt (ILM) algorithm also can be used as a good optimization method in other applications, such as traffic equilibrium problems. The results of ILM are compared
with published results, and it shows that the ILM algorithm is generally better than the traditional optimization methods in terms of robustness, efficiency, and accuracy.

In order to apply the fitting algorithm to cases when the initial design parameters are not very good, a new (re)initialization technique and a modified objective function are used. The (re)initialization technique has been designed so as to avoid a problem associated with a poor initial guess, namely the situation when some of the points in the cloud are associated with the discrete points on the opposite side of the configuration. The modified objective function is needed in cases when the initial guess is either too large or too small. This modified objective function reduces the likelihood that the optimizer gets stuck at a local minimum.

Early development of the fitting method was accomplished with fairly simple analytical shapes. For configurations with multiple components, the (re)initialization technique is generalized into a (re)classification technique, in which points in the cloud are associated with a particular component in the configuration, based upon their distance to the various components. To avoid mis-classifications, especially in the early stages of the fitting process, points in the cloud that are near the intersections (as evidenced by the fact that they are equally close to two or more components) are temporarily ignored. As the fitting process proceeds (and the configuration nears the cloud of points), the points near the intersections are added back into the optimization problem. It has been observed that this new method can avoid the mis-classification problem and converges up to 3 cycles faster in the fitting process.

To expand the applicability of this technique beyond simple analytical shapes, the above techniques have been integrated into the Engineering Sketch Pad (ESP), which is used to parametrize and define virtually any configuration. Since ESP has the ability to compute the sensitivity of the configuration with respect to the design parameters, it has proven
to a be robust and efficient for fairly complex aerospace applications, such as the fitting of a transport-type aircraft (with flow-through engines). The software that couples the fitting process to ESP is called matchCSM, and it will be made generally available as part of future ESP distributions.

The new fitting process has been applied to a variety of configurations. In order to make the algorithm efficient, sparse matrix techniques are employed, which improve the running speed from $m^3$ to $m$ during the optimization. As a result, the running time for each iteration of the gradient optimization algorithm is shown to increase linearly with the number of points in cloud. This makes the fitting of real-world problems tractable. For example, the plane (transport aircraft with engines) can be fit 21 hours (70 minutes for running optimization algorithm) for $3 \times 10^5$ points in the cloud (by matchCSM on a MacBook Pro).

6.2 Conclusions

Fitting a parametric geometry model to a cloud of points is accomplished by a new gradient-based optimization method, called the Improved Levenberg-Marquardt (ILM) algorithm. This technique, which combines ideas from the classical Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method and from the simulated annealing method, helps to improve the fitting accuracy and reduces the likelihood that it finds a local minimum. Because this modification overcomes the local minimum problem, the number of cycles (reinitialization/classification) is reduced, thereby improving the overall rate of convergence.

To demonstrate that ILM is a general improvement to LM, it has been applied to a traffic equilibrium problem. By comparing the performance of LM and ILM, it has been shown that ILM generally performs better than LM in terms of accuracy and convergence rate.
A new (re)initialization technique and a modified objective function are key to improving the robustness of the optimization technique. In most cases, this reduces the likelihood that the optimizer will get stuck at a local minimum when the initial guess is not close to the cloud of points. This has been demonstrated by applying the new fitting process to a multiple-component configuration.

Through using the sparse matrix techniques, the running time for each iteration of the gradient-based optimization algorithm is shown to increase linearly with the number of points in cloud. This makes the fitting a large problems tractable.

Using the ESP platform, the new algorithm can be applied to many types of parametric models. This whole fitting algorithms is accurate, efficient, and robust when integrated in to ESP via the matchCSM program.

6.3 Suggested Future Work

There are four suggestions regarding the future works in this research.

Compared to the original LM method, the Improved Levenberg-Marquardt (ILM) algorithm has been shown to improve the possibility that optimization process converges to a global minimum value for the optimization problem. But there is no guarantee that the global minimum value can be reached at the end. For the future work, one can further improve the combination of the gradient-based and heuristic techniques so as to further improve the robustness (possibility of obtaining global minimum value) of the optimization algorithm.

The classification technique introduced here reduce the number of mis-classified points during the fitting process. However, for complex geometry configurations (that contain
many tiny parts), there are still some points that are mis-classified in the intersection areas during the fitting process. For the future, the classification can be further improved for reducing the number of mis-classified points. This will improve the performance of the whole fitting process.

After applying this technique into ESP, the fitting process suffers from the long computation times needed for ESP to rebuild the configuration with the new set of design parameters; this can be seen by the large ocsmBuild time consumed, especially in the “UNION” Boolean operation. For improving the efficiency of the generation of parametric geometry model in the real problem, the “UNION” Boolean operation provided by the OpenCASCADE library should be improved.

Currently, the technique has three inputs: a cloud of points, an initial guess of design parameters, and a constructive geometry model. For making the generating parametric model process more automatic and intelligent, one could develop a technique that can determine the constructive geometry model based on the cloud of points automatically. This might use techniques developed for machine vision and learning. Then the inputs of the process can be reduced to two components: a cloud of points and initial guess of design parameters.
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Appendix: Pseudocode for MatchCSM

// ------------------------------------------------------------------------ //
// //
// matchCSM.c //
// With Classify Technique //
// with the modified objective function //
// optimization algorithm: Levenberg-Marquardt + Simulated Annealing //
// //
// written by Pengcheng Jia //
// Oct.31.2016 at ACML (Aerospace Computational Methods Lab) //
// //
// ------------------------------------------------------------------------ //
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// ---------------------------------------------------------------- //
// //
// Declarations //
// 1. sparse Technique //
// 2. min and max value //
// 3. Levenberg-Marquardt //
//
// ---------------------------------------------------------------- //

static int SPA_SQU( // A = J'*J
    double Js[], // Jacobian matrix in sparse format
    double As1[], // As is the sparse format of A = J' * J As1 is n*n
    double As2[], // As2 is n * 2*NUM_PITS
    double As3[], // As3 is 2 * NUM_PITS
    double As4[], // As4 is NUM_PITS
    int ntgt, // number of points
    int ndv); // number of design parameters

static int SPA_MatVec( // B = J' * g
    double Js[], // input which is Jacobian matrix sparse format
    double g[], // input which is gradient vector
    double B[], // output which B is for Ax = B
    int ntgt, // number of points
    int ndv); // number of design parameters

static int ApMult( // Ap = A*p (used in con gradient)
    double As1[], // n*n
    double As2[], // n * 2*NUM_PITS
    double As3[], // 2 * NUM_PITS
double As4[], // NUM_PITS
double p[],
double Ap[], // output of the matrix
int ntgt, // number of points
int ndv); // number of design parameters

static int ConGrad( // A*x = b, get -> x
  double As1[], // input matrix
  double As2[],
  double As3[],
  double As4[],
  double b[], // input vector
  double x[], // output vector
  int ntgt, // number of points
  int ndv); // number of design parameters

static int Levenberg_Marquart(
  double X[], // (input) coordinates of points in cloud
  double Y[],
  double Z[],
  int dv_ipmtr[], // (input) index of design parameters
  int dv_irow[], // (input) index of row
  int dv_icol[], // (input) index of col
  double dv_lbdn[], // (input) low bounds for design parameters
  double dv_ubnd[], // (input) up bounds for design parameters
  int ndv, // (input) number of design parameters
  int ntgt, // (input) number of points in cloud
  double ParD[], // (input) initial design parameters
double lambda_ini, // (input) initial lambda value
double cof, // (input) coefficient of classification
double ParD_reslt[], // output = new design parameters
int *iter_reslt, // output = total iteration number
double *resi_reslt, // output = RMS of the distances
double residual[]); // output = RMS history

//----------------------------------------------------------------------
//
// Main Function
//
//----------------------------------------------------------------------

int main(int argc, // number of inputs
         char *argv[]) // inputs values
{
    ROUTINE(matchCSM); // name the routine

    // if the input format is not correct, return error --------
    if (argc < 5) {
        printf("==> ERROR:: not enough input arguments\n");
        printf("==> The general format of input should be as follow:\n");
        printf("==> csm_model target_points cycles_number classify_coff\n");
        exit(0);
    }

    // load the geometry model -------------------------
    // load process including the intial design parameters in it
status = ocsmLoad(casefile, &modl);

// build the geometry model -------------------------
buildTo = 0; // for all
nbody = 0;
status = ocsmBuild(modl, buildTo, &builtTo, &nbody, NULL);

// get the number of faces for the geometry model -------
for (ibody = 1; ibody <= MODL->nbody; ibody++) {
    if (MODL->body[ibody].onstack != 1) continue;
    Nface = MODL->body[ibody].nface; // number of faces
}

// get the number of design parameters ---------------
ndv = 0;
for (ipmtr = 1; ipmtr <= MODL->npmtr; ipmtr++) {
    if (MODL->pmtr[ipmtr].type == OCSM_EXTERNAL) {
        for (irow = 1; irow <= MODL->pmtr[ipmtr].nrow; irow++) {
            for (icol = 1; icol <= MODL->pmtr[ipmtr].ncol; icol++) {
                ndv++; // accumulated the number of design parameters
            }
        }
    }
}

// get the indexes and bounds of the design parameters --------
ndv = 0;
for (ipmtr = 1; ipmtr <= MODL->npmtr; ipmtr++) {
    if (MODL->pmtr[ipmtr].type == OCSM_EXTERNAL) {
        int idx = 0;
        for (irow = 1; irow <= MODL->pmtr[ipmtr].nrow; irow++) {
            for (icol = 1; icol <= MODL->pmtr[ipmtr].ncol; icol++) {

                // get the bounds for each design parameter
                status = ocsmGetBnds(modl, ipmtr, irow, icol,
                                       &lbound, &ubound);
                dv_ipmtr[ndv] = ipmtr; // indexes of design parameters
                dv_irow[ndv] = irow; // row index
                dv_icol[ndv] = icol; // column index

                // design parameters provided by .csm file
                Par[ndv] = MODL->pmtr[ipmtr].value[idx];
                dv_lbnd[ndv] = lbound; // up bound of design parameter
                dv_ubnd[ndv] = ubound; // low bound of design parameter

                ndv++;
                idx++;
            }
        }
    }
}

// set the new design parameters based on the bound set in model -----
for (idv = 0; idv < ndv; idv++) {
    // if parameter is lower than low bound
if (ParD[idv] < dv_lbound[idv]){
    ParD[idv] = dv_lbound[idv];
}

// if parameter is bigger than up bound
if (ParD[idv] > dv_ubound[idv]){
    ParD[idv] = dv_ubound[idv];
}

// read target file of cloud of points ---------------------------
// count the number of points in cloud
ntgt = 0;
fp = fopen(targetfile, "r");
if (fp == NULL) {
    printf("Error Reading Target File\n");
    exit(0);
}
while (1) {
    fscanf(fp, "%lf %lf %lf", &xdum, &ydum, &zdum);
    if (feof(fp)) break;
    ntgt++; // number of points in cloud
}
fclose(fp);

// input the values of target file
fp = fopen(targetfile, "r");
for (i = 0; i < ntgt; i++){
    // X,Y,Z are the coordinates of points
fscanf(fp, "%lf %lf %lf", &X[i], &Y[i], &Z[i]);
}
fclose(fp);

// loop for reinitial and run Improved Levenberg-Marquardt -------
status = Levenberg_Marquart(X, Y, Z, dv_ipmtr, dv_irow, dv_icol,
                          dv_lbnd, dv_ubnd, ndv, ntgt, ParD,
                          1, cof, ParD_reslt, &iter_reslt,
                          &resi_reslt, residual);
iter_total = iter_reslt; // record the number of iterations
resi_temp = resi_reslt; // temporary residual record

// record the history of RMS for iterations
for (i = 0; i < ItMx; i++){
    RMS[i] = residual[i];
}

// reinitialization technique ---------------------
for (i = 1; i < CYCLE; i++){
    // reduce the coefficient of classification in each cycle
    cofN-=dCof;
    // be sure the minimum cofN = 1
    if (cofN <= 1){
        cofN = 1;
    }
    // keep the result of design parameters
    for (j = 0; j < ndv; j++){
        ParD[j] = ParD_reslt[j];
    }
}
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// run initialize and ILM again
status = Levenberg_Marquart(X,Y,Z, dv_ipmtr, dv_irow, dv_icol,
   dv_lbnd, dv_ubnd, ndv, ntgt, ParD,
   1, cofN, ParD_reslt, &iter_reslt,
   &resi_reslt, residual);

// record the RMS history for each cycle
for (k = 0; k < ItMx; k++) {
   RMS[i*ItMx + k] = residual[k];
}

// accumulate the number of iterations
iter_total += iter_reslt;
CycTol++;

// break rule
if (fabs(resi_reslt-resi_temp) < 10e-6) {
   printf("==> CYCLE STOP: because the RMS not reduce in 2 cycles\n");
   break;
}
resi_temp = resi_reslt;
}

cleanup: // -----------------------------------------------
FREE(All Variables);
return status;

// -----------------------------------------------
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```c
// Matrix multiplication
// sparse matrix technique applied
// (J'*J, J*g, and A*p)

// ----------------------------------------------------------------
int SPA_SQU(
    double Js[], // Jacobian matrix in sparse format
    double As1[], // As is the sparse format of A = J' * J As1 is n*n
    double As2[], // As2 is n * 2*NUM_PITS
    double As3[], // As3 is 2 * NUM_PITS
    double As4[], // As4 is NUM_PITS
    int ntgt, // number of points
    int ndv) // number of design parameters
{
    ROUTINE(SPA_SQU);

    LEN_PARA = ndv;      // number of design parameters
    NUM_PITS = ntgt;     // number of target points
    NUM_PITS3 = 3 * ntgt; // 3 times number of target points
    LEN_JS   = ndv + 2 ; // number of cols for Jacobian matrix

    // As1
    for (int i = 0; i < LEN_PARA; i++){
        for (int j = 0; j < LEN_PARA; j++){
            sum = 0.0;
            for (int k = 0; k < NUM_PITS3; k++){
```
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\begin{verbatim}
sum += Js[k*LEN_JS+i]*Js[k*LEN_JS+j];
}
As1[i*LEN_PARA+j] = sum;
}
}
// As2
for (int i = 0; i < LEN_PARA; i++){ for (int j = 0; j < NUM_PITS; j++){ As2[i*2*NUM_PITS+j] = Js[j* LEN_JS +i] * \ 
Js[j* LEN_JS +LEN_PARA]+ \ 
Js[(j+ NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS +i] * \ 
Js[(j+ NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS +LEN_PARA]+ \ 
Js[(j+2*NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS +i] * \ 
Js[(j+2*NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS +LEN_PARA];
As2[i*2*NUM_PITS+j+NUM_PITS] \ = Js[j* LEN_JS +i] * \ 
Js[j* LEN_JS +LEN_PARA+1]+ \ 
Js[(j+ NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS +i] * \ 
Js[(j+ NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS +LEN_PARA+1]+ \ 
Js[(j+2*NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS +i] * \ 
Js[(j+2*NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS +LEN_PARA+1];
}
}
// As3 and As4
for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){ As3[i] = pow(Js[i* LEN_JS+LEN_PARA],2) + \ 
or (j+ NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS +LEN_PARA);}
\end{verbatim}
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```c
pow(Js[(i + NUM_PITS) * LEN_JS + LEN_PARA], 2) +
pow(Js[(i + 2 * NUM_PITS) * LEN_JS + LEN_PARA], 2);

As3[i + NUM_PITS] = pow(Js[i * LEN_JS + LEN_PARA + 1], 2) +
pow(Js[(i + NUM_PITS) * LEN_JS + LEN_PARA + 1], 2) +
pow(Js[(i + 2 * NUM_PITS) * LEN_JS + LEN_PARA + 1], 2);

As4[i] = Js[i * LEN_JS + LEN_PARA] *
Js[i * LEN_JS + LEN_PARA + 1] +
Js[(i + NUM_PITS) * LEN_JS + LEN_PARA] *
Js[(i + NUM_PITS) * LEN_JS + LEN_PARA + 1] +
Js[(i + 2 * NUM_PITS) * LEN_JS + LEN_PARA] *
Js[(i + 2 * NUM_PITS) * LEN_JS + LEN_PARA + 1];
```

```c
return status;
}
```
for (int j = 0; j < NUM_PITS3; j++){
    sum += Js[j*LEN_JS + i] * g[j];
}
B[i] = sum;
}

// the elements B(1:n)
for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){
    B[LEN_PARA+i] = Js[ i *LEN_JS + LEN_PARA] * g[ i] + \
        Js[(i+ NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + LEN_PARA] * g[ NUM_PITS+i] + \
        Js[(i+2*NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + LEN_PARA] * g[2*NUM_PITS+i];
    B[LEN_PARA+i+NUM_PITS] = Js[ i *LEN_JS + LEN_PARA+1] * g[ i] + \
        Js[(i+ NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + LEN_PARA+1] * g[ NUM_PITS+i] + \
        Js[(i+2*NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + LEN_PARA+1] * g[2*NUM_PITS+i];
}
return status;
}

int ApMult(
    double As1[], // n*n
    double As2[], //
    double As3[],
double As4[],
double p[],
double Ap[], // output of the matrix
int ntgt, // number of points
int ndv) // number of design parameters
{
    ROUTINE(ApMult);
    // Ap(1:n)
    for (int i = 0; i < LEN_PARA; i++){
        sum1 = 0.0;
        sum2 = 0.0;
        for (int j = 0; j < NUM_PARA2; j++){
            if (j < LEN_PARA){
                sum1 += As1[i*LEN_PARA+j] * p[j];
            }else if (j >= LEN_PARA){
                sum2 += As2[i*LEN_COOR + j-LEN_PARA] * p[j];
            }
        }
        Ap[i] = sum1 + sum2;
    }
    // Ap(n+1:2*m+n)
    for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){
        sum3 = 0.0;
        sum4 = 0.0;
        for (int j = 0; j < LEN_PARA; j++){
            sum3 += As2[j*LEN_COOR + i] * p[j];
            sum4 += As2[j*LEN_COOR + i+NUM_PITS] * p[j];
        }
    }
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Ap[LEN_PARA + i] = sum3 + As3[i] *\n    p[LEN_PARA + i] + \n    As4[i]*p[LEN_PARA+NUM_PITS+i];
Ap[LEN_PARA + i + NUM_PITS] = sum4 + As3[i+NUM_PITS]*\n    p[LEN_PARA + NUM_PITS+i] + \n    As4[i]*p[LEN_PARA+i];

return status;

// ---------------------------------------------------------------- //
// Solving Systems of Linear Equations by LU decompostion //
// ---------------------------------------------------------------- //

int ConGrad( // A*x = b, get -> x
    double As1[],  // input matrix
    double As2[],
    double As3[],
    double As4[],
    double b[],   // input vector
    double x[],   // output vector
    int ntgt,     // number of points
    int ndv)      // number of design parameters
{
    double ERR = 1e-10;
ROUTINE(ConGrad);
for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PARA2; i++){
    r[i] = b[i]; // r = b - A*x, because initial x = 0, r = b
    p[i] = r[i]; // initial p = r,
}
double rs_old = 0.0;
for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PARA2; i++){ // rs_old = r'*r
    rs_old += pow(r[i],2);
}
if (fabs(rs_old -0.0) < 1e-10){
    for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PARA2; i++){
        x[i] = 0.0;
    }
}
}
int IterMax = 50;
double beta = 0.0;
double rs_new = 0.0;
// if residual is not equal 0
if (!(fabs(rs_old - 0.0) < 1e-10)){
    // iteration loop
    for (int iter = 0; iter < IterMax; iter++){ // Ap = A*p
        ApMult(As1,As2,As3,As4,p,Ap,ntgt,ndv);
        // beta is a scalar
        beta = 0.0;
        for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PARA2; i++){
            beta += p[i]*Ap[i];
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alpha = rs_old/beta; //alpha is a scalar

// get new r value and x value
for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PARA2; i++){
    x[i] = x[i] + alpha* p[i];
    r[i] = r[i] - alpha*Ap[i];
}

// rs_new = r'*r is a scalar
rs_new = 0.0;
for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PARA2; i++){
    rs_new += pow(r[i],2);
}

// stopping rule
if (sqrt(rs_new)<ERR){
    rs_old = rs_new;
    break;
}

// update p value which is vector
for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PARA2; i++){
    p[i] = r[i] + (rs_new/rs_old)*p[i];
}

// update the rs_old value
rs_old = rs_new;
}

cleanup: // ----------------------------
FREE(ALL VARIABLES);

return status;

}  
// ---------------------------------------------------------------- //
// // Improved Levenberg-Marquardt Technique (ILM) //
// include the initialization, classification, LM //
// // //
// // -- ---------------------------------- //

int Levenberg_Marquardt(
  double X[], // (input) coordinates of points in cloud
double Y[],
double Z[],
int dv_ipmtr[], // (input) index of design parameters
int dv_irow[], // (input) index of row
int dv_icol[], // (input) index of col
double dv_lbnd[], // (input) low bounds for design parameters
double dv_ubnd[], // (input) up bounds for design parameters
int ndv, // (input) number of design parameters
int ntgt, // (input) number of points in cloud
double ParD[], // (input) initial design parameters
double lambda_ini, // (input) initial lambda value
double cof, // (input) coefficient of classification
double ParD_reslt[], // output = new design parameters
int *iter_reslt, // output = total iteration number
double *resi_result, // output = RMS of the distances
double residual[]); // output = RMS history
{

DEFINE(ALL VARIABLES)

ROUTINE(Levenberg_Marquart);

// build the new model based on the input design parameters -------
for (idv = 0; idv < ndv; idv++) {
    status = ocsmSetValuD(modl, dv_ipmtr[idv],
                          dv_irow[idv], dv_icol[idv], ParD[idv]);
}
buildTo = 0; // for all
nbody = 0;
status = ocsmBuild(modl, buildTo, &builtTo, &nbody, NULL);

// generate discrete points on the geometry model ---------------------
// get the number of faces on the body which is on the stack
for (ibody = 1; ibody <= MODL->nbody; ibody++) {
    if (MODL->body[ibody].onstack != 1) continue;
    Nface = MODL->body[ibody].nface;
}
// get the total number of discrete points in model
for (ibody = 1; ibody <= MODL->nbody; ibody++) {
    if (MODL->body[ibody].onstack != 1) continue;
    // get the bound of geometry
    status = EG_getBoundingBox(MODL->body[ibody].ebody, box);
    // get whole size of geometry
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```c
size = sqrt(SQR(box[3]-box[0]) + \
            SQR(box[4]-box[1]) + \
            SQR(box[5]-box[2]));

// set the u,v space
params[0] = 0.0100 * size;
params[1] = 0.0050 * size;
params[2] = 15.0;

// generate the discrete pints on body which is on stack
status = EG_makeTessBody(MODL->body[ibody].ebody, params,
                         &(MODL->body[ibody].etess));

// get the xyz and uv value from the geometry model
ndpnt = 0; // initial the total of discrete pints is 0
PintsIdx[0] = ndpnt; // start point index of each face
for (iface = 1; iface <= MODL->body[ibody].nface; iface++){
    status = EG_getTessFace(MODL->body[ibody].etess, iface,
                              &npnt, &xyz, &uv, &ptype, &pindx,
                              &ntri, &tris, &tric);

    // this loop for get the number of discete pints on model
    ndpnt += npnt;
    Pints[iface-1] = npnt; // number of points in each face
    PintsIdx[iface] = ndpnt; // start point index of each face

    // get the attribute of each face
    status = EG_attributeRet(MODL->body[ibody].face[iface].eface,
                              ".faceID", &atype, &len, &ints,
                              &reals, &str);
    for (ipnt = 0; ipnt < npnt; ipnt++){
        // record the coordinates of discrete points
```
xd[ndpnt+ipnt] = xyz[ipnt*3];
yd[ndpnt+ipnt] = xyz[ipnt*3+1];
zd[ndpnt+ipnt] = xyz[ipnt*3+2];
ud[ndpnt+ipnt] = uv[ipnt*2];
vd[ndpnt+ipnt] = uv[ipnt*2+1];

// record the body and face id
dbody[ndpnt+ipnt] = ibody;
dface[ndpnt+ipnt] = iface;

// record the attribute of each face
fID1d[ndpnt+ipnt] = ints[0];
fID2d[ndpnt+ipnt] = ints[1];
fID3d[ndpnt+ipnt] = ints[2];

// classification and initialization process-------------------------
// initial the number of points will be used in fitting process
int Cnpnt = 0;

// if the cof > 1, less points in cloud are counted to as fitting target
if (cof > 1){
    Cnpnt = 0;

    // find the shortest distances from discrete points for each target
    for (i = 0; i < ntgt; i++){
        // for each point in cloud, loop the discrete points
        for (k = 0; k < ndpnt; k++){
            dis[k] = pow(X[i] - xd[k], 2) + \
\[
pow(Y[i] - yd[k], 2) + \\
pow(Z[i] - zd[k], 2);
\]

// get the array of shortest distance
// from one target points to each face
for (_iface = 0; iface < Nface; iface++){
    double valDis = dis[PintsIdx[iface]];
    int indexDis = PintsIdx[iface];
    // loop all discrete points on each face
    // find the shortest distance for each face
    for (ipnt = PintsIdx[iface]; ipnt < PintsIdx[iface+1]; ipnt++){
        if (valDis > dis[ipnt]){
            valDis = dis[ipnt];
            indexDis = ipnt;
        }
    }
    // disMins is the minimum distance for each face
    // disMinsIdx is the index of minimum distance for each face
    disMins[iface] = valDis;
    disMinsIdx[iface] = indexDis;
}

// the minimum distance * coefficient is still the minimum distance,
// then record this discrete point
double disMinF = min2(disMins,Nface);
int disMinFIdx = min (disMins,Nface);
// use (minimum distance * coefficient) replace minimum distance
double disMinF_iter = cof*disMinF;
disMins[disMinFIdx] = disMinF_iter;
// if it is still the shortest distance,
// record all information of this discrete point
if (fabs(disMinF_iter - min2(disMins,Nface)) < 10e-16){
  // record the related discrete points
  Xd[Cnpnt] = xd[disMinsIdx[disMinFIdx]];
  Yd[Cnpnt] = yd[disMinsIdx[disMinFIdx]];
  Zd[Cnpnt] = zd[disMinsIdx[disMinFIdx]];
  Ud[Cnpnt] = ud[disMinsIdx[disMinFIdx]];
  Vd[Cnpnt] = vd[disMinsIdx[disMinFIdx]];
  ibd[Cnpnt] = dbody[disMinsIdx[disMinFIdx]];
  ifd[Cnpnt] = dface[disMinsIdx[disMinFIdx]];
  fID1[Cnpnt] = fID1d[disMinsIdx[disMinFIdx]];
  fID2[Cnpnt] = fID2d[disMinsIdx[disMinFIdx]];
  fID3[Cnpnt] = fID3d[disMinsIdx[disMinFIdx]];
  // record the related target points
  Xc[Cnpnt] = X[i];
  Yc[Cnpnt] = Y[i];
  Zc[Cnpnt] = Z[i];
  Cnpnt++;
}

// find the shortest distances from cloud points for each discrete
for (i = 0; i < ndpnt; i++){
  // for each discrete point, loop the cloud points
  for (k = 0; k < ntgt; k++){
    dis_DtP[k] = pow(X[k] - xd[i],2) + \
\[ \text{pow}(Y[k] - yd[i], 2) + \text{pow}(Z[k] - zd[i], 2); \]

}  // in the target points,
// record the index of the minimum distance for discrete
idx\_dis[i] = min(dis\_DtP, ntgt);
// record the related discrete points
Xd[Cnpnt] = xd[i];
Yd[Cnpnt] = yd[i];
Zd[Cnpnt] = zd[i];
Ud[Cnpnt] = ud[i];
Vd[Cnpnt] = vd[i];
ibd[Cnpnt] = dbody[i];
ifd[Cnpnt] = dface[i];
\text{fID1}\_Cnpnt = fID1d[i];
\text{fID2}\_Cnpnt = fID2d[i];
\text{fID3}\_Cnpnt = fID3d[i];
// record the related target points
Xc[Cnpnt] = X[idx\_dis[i]];
Yc[Cnpnt] = Y[idx\_dis[i]];
Zc[Cnpnt] = Z[idx\_dis[i]];
// increase the number of total points will be fitted
Cnpnt++;

}  }

// if the cof = 1, the total number of points = target + discrete
// almost the same process as (cof > 1)
if (cof == 1) {
    Cnpnt = ntgt+ndpnt;

    // find the shortest distances from discrete points for each target
    for (i = 0; i < ntgt; i++) {
        for (k = 0; k < ndpnt; k++) {
            dis[k] = \n                pow(X[i] - xd[k], 2) + \n                pow(Y[i] - yd[k], 2) + \n                pow(Z[i] - zd[k], 2);
        }
        idx_dis[i] = min(dis, ndpnt);
        // record the related discrete points
        Xd[i] = xd[idx_dis[i]];
        Yd[i] = yd[idx_dis[i]];
        Zd[i] = zd[idx_dis[i]];
        Ud[i] = ud[idx_dis[i]];
        Vd[i] = vd[idx_dis[i]];
        ibd[i] = dbody[idx_dis[i]];
        ifd[i] = dface[idx_dis[i]];
        fID1[i] = fID1d[idx_dis[i]];
        fID2[i] = fID2d[idx_dis[i]];
        fID3[i] = fID3d[idx_dis[i]];
        // record the related target points
        Xc[i] = X[i];
        Yc[i] = Y[i];
        Zc[i] = Z[i];
    }

    // find the shortest distances from cloud points for each discrete
for (i = 0; i < ndpt; i++){
    // for each discrete point, loop the target points
    for (k = 0; k < ntgt; k++){
        dis_DtP[k] = pow(X[k] - xd[i], 2) + \
                    pow(Y[k] - yd[i], 2) + \
                    pow(Z[k] - zd[i], 2);
    }
    // in the target points
    // record the index of the minimum distance for point i
    idx_dis[i] = min(dis_DtP, ntgt);
    // record the related discrete points
    Xd[i+ntgt] = xd[i];
    Yd[i+ntgt] = yd[i];
    Zd[i+ntgt] = zd[i];
    Ud[i+ntgt] = ud[i];
    Vd[i+ntgt] = vd[i];
    ibd[i+ntgt] = dbody[i];
    ifd[i+ntgt] = dface[i];
    fID1[i+ntgt] = fID1d[i];
    fID2[i+ntgt] = fID2d[i];
    fID3[i+ntgt] = fID3d[i];
    // record the related target points
    Xc[i+ntgt] = X[idx_dis[i]];
    Yc[i+ntgt] = Y[idx_dis[i]];
    Zc[i+ntgt] = Z[idx_dis[i]];
}
}
// define the parameters which will be used later
NUM_PARA2 = ndv+2*Cnpnt; // the length of design + parametric coordinates
LEN_PARA = ndv; // the number of design parameters
LEN_COOR = 2*Cnpnt; // number of total parametric coordinates (u,v)
NUM_PITS = Cnpnt; // number of one parametric coordinates u
NUM_PITS3 = 3*Cnpnt; // 3 times number of target points
LEN_JS = ndv + 2; // number of cols for Jacobian matrix
mm = LEN_JS*NUM_PITS3; // number of elements in Jacobian matrix
epsilon = 10e-10; // tolerance (small threshold)
IterMax = 30; // maximal number of (main) iterations
lambda_sqrt = sqrt(lambda_ini); // the lambda value

// generate objective function --------------------------
for (i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){
gx[i] = (-Xc[i]+Xd[i]);
gy[i] = (-Yc[i]+Yd[i]);
gz[i] = (-Zc[i]+Zd[i]);
}

// combine the gx,gy,gz together
for (i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){
g[i] = gx[i];
g[i+NUM_PITS] = gy[i];
g[i+2*NUM_PITS] = gz[i];
}

// generate the derivate of the objective function ------------
for (i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){
resi += (pow(gx[i],2)+pow(gy[i],2)+pow(gz[i],2));
}
resi = sqrt(resi/(NUM_PITS3));    // initial residual
residual[0] = resi;              // record this into array

// generate the derivative of design parameters -------------------
// generate the derivatives for each design parameter
for (idv = 0; idv < ndv; idv++) {
    // pick which design parameter will be derivatived
    status = ocsmSetVelD(modl, 0, 0, 0, 0.0);
    status = ocsmSetVelD(modl, dv_ipmtr[idv], dv_irow[idv],
                         dv_icol[idv], 1.0);

    // build the model
    buildTo = 0;
    nboby = 0;
    status = ocsmBuild(modl, buildTo, &builtTo, &nboby, NULL);
    // generate the derivative of design parameters
    for (i = 1; i <= Nface; i++){
        int uvid = 0;
        // generate the UVs will be used in ocsmGetVel
        for (j = NumFacIdx[i-1]; j < NumFacIdx[i]; j++){
            UVs[uvid*2+0] = Us[j];
            UVs[uvid*2+1] = Vs[j];
            uvid++;
        }
        // get the sensitivity for each point
        status = ocsmGetVel(modl, ibd[1], OCSM_FACE,
i, NumFac[i], UVs, Vels);

// put the sensitivity into Jacobian
int velid = 0;
for (j = NumFacIdx[i-1]; j < NumFacIdx[i]; j++){
    // derivative of design parameter for x
    J[ Pid[j]*LEN_JS + idv] = Vels[velid*3+0];
    // derivative of design parameter for y
    J[(Pid[j]+ NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + idv] = Vels[velid*3+1];
    // derivative of design parameter for z
    J[(Pid[j]+2*NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + idv] = Vels[velid*3+2];
    velid++;
}

// generate the derivative of parametric coordinates ----------------
for (itgt = 0; itgt < NUM_PITS; itgt++) {
    uv_der[0] = Ud[itgt];
    uv_der[1] = Vd[itgt];
    // generate the derivative of u and v
    status = EG_evaluate(MODL->body[ibd[itgt]].face[ifd[itgt]].eface, uv_der, eval);
    // write that into Jacobian
    // derivative of u
    J[itgt*LEN_JS + LEN_PARA] = eval[3];
    J[(itgt+ NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + LEN_PARA] = eval[4];
    J[(itgt+2*NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + LEN_PARA] = eval[5];
// derivative of v
J[itgt * LEN_JS + LEN_PARA + 1] = eval[6];
J[(itgt + NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + LEN_PARA + 1] = eval[7];
J[(itgt+2*NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + LEN_PARA + 1] = eval[8];
}

// Improved Levenberg-Marquardt method -----------------------------
// par is ParD + u + v
for (int i = 0; i < LEN_PARA; i++){
    par[i] = ParD[i];
}
for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){
    par[i+LEN_PARA] = Ud[i];
    par[i+LEN_PARA+NUM_PITS] = Vd[i];
}

// initial the ifd new and resi_temp
for (i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){
    ifd_new[i] = ifd[i];
}
resi_temp = resi;

// begin of the ILM loop --------
for (iter = 1; iter <= IterMax; iter++){
    // remove the penalty term after 5 iterations
    if (iter == 6){
        NUM_PITS = Cnpnt-ndpnt;
        NUM_PARA2 = ndv+2*NUM_PITS;
        LEN_PARA = ndv;
    }
LEN_COOR = 2*NUM_PITS;
NUM_PITS3 = 3 * NUM_PITS;
LEN_JS = ndv + 2;
mm = LEN_JS*NUM_PITS3;

// rewrite the Jacobian

for (itgt = 0 ; itgt < NUM_PITS; itgt++){
    for (idv = 0; idv < LEN_PARA; idv++){
        // for design parameter
        J[itgt *LEN_JS + idv] = \n        J[itgt *LEN_JS + idv];
        J[(itgt+ NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + idv] = \n        J[(itgt+ Cnpnt)*LEN-js + idv];
        J[(itgt+2*NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + idv] = \n        J[(itgt+2*Cnpnt)*LEN-js + idv];
        // for u
        J[itgt *LEN_JS + LEN_PARA] = \n        J[itgt *LEN-js + LEN_PARA];
        J[(itgt+ NUM_PITS)*LEN-js + LEN_PARA] = \n        J[(itgt+ Cnpnt)*LEN-js + LEN_PARA];
        J[(itgt+2*NUM_PITS)*LEN-js + LEN_PARA] = \n        J[(itgt+2*Cnpnt)*LEN-js + LEN_PARA];
        // for v
        J[itgt *LEN-js + LEN_PARA +1] = \n        J[itgt *LEN-js + LEN_PARA +1];
        J[(itgt+ NUM_PITS)*LEN-js + LEN_PARA +1] = \n        J[(itgt+ Cnpnt)*LEN-js + LEN_PARA +1];
        J[(itgt+2*NUM_PITS)*LEN-js + LEN_PARA +1] = \n        J[(itgt+2*Cnpnt)*LEN-js + LEN_PARA +1];
    }
}
J[(itgt+2*Cnpnt)*LEN_JS + LEN_PARA +1];
}
}
// rewrite objective function
for (i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){
g[i] = g[i];
g[i+ NUM_PITS] = g[i+ Cnpnt];
g[i+2*NUM_PITS] = g[i+2*Cnpnt];
}
// rewrite par
for (i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){
    par[i+LEN_PARA ] = par[i+LEN_PARA ];
    par[i+LEN_PARA+NUM_PITS] = par[i+LEN_PARA+Cnpnt];
}
// multiply the $J ^\prime J = A$ (A is formed by As1,As2,As3,As4)
SPA_SQU(J,As1,As2,As3,As4,NUM_PITS,LEN_PARA);
// A + unit matrix
for (i = 0; i < LEN_PARA; i++){
    As1[i*LEN_PARA+i] += lambda_sqrt;
}
for (i = 0; i < LEN_COOR; i++){
    As3[i] += lambda_sqrt;
}
// output -> $B = J ^\prime g$
SPA_MatVec(J,g,B,NUM_PITS,LEN_PARA);
// Conjointed gradient calculate the $x$ of $Ax = B$
// get the del_par which is the delta of par
ConGrad(As1, As2, As3, As4, B, del_par, NUM_PITS, LEN_PARA);
progress = 0.0;  // initial progress = 0
for (i = 0; i < NUM_PARA2; i++) {
    // norm of the progress
    progress += pow(del_par[i], 2);
}
// stopping rule
if (progress < epsilon)
    break;
// iteration formula
for (i = 0; i < NUM_PARA2; i++)
    par_temp[i] = par[i] - del_par[i];
// fix the bound of design parameters
for (idv = 0; idv < LEN_PARA; idv++) {
    // if parameter is lower than low bound
    if (par_temp[idv] < dv_lbnd[idv])
        par_temp[idv] = dv_lbnd[idv];
    // if parameter is bigger than up bound
    if (par_temp[idv] > dv_ubnd[idv])
        par_temp[idv] = dv_ubnd[idv];
}
// separate the par into dv and uv
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for (i = 0; i < LEN_PARA; i++){
ParD_temp[i] = par_temp[i];
}
for (i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){
Ud_temp[i] = par_temp[i+LEN_PARA];
Vd_temp[i] = par_temp[i+LEN_PARA+NUM_PITS];
}

// for regenerate the geometry model -------------------------// set the new design parameters into model
for (idv = 0; idv < ndv; idv++) {
status = ocsmSetValuD(modl, dv_ipmtr[idv],
dv_irow[idv], dv_icol[idv], ParD_temp[idv]);
}
// build model
buildTo = 0;
nbody

= 0;

status =

ocsmBuild(modl, buildTo, &builtTo, &nbody, NULL);

// if the numbers of faces are same---------------if (MODL->body[ibd[1]].nface == nfaceOld){
// creat the new face’s atrribute (translate table)
for (ibody = 1; ibody <= MODL->nbody; ibody++) {
if (MODL->body[ibody].onstack != 1) continue;
for (iface = 1; iface <= MODL->body[ibody].nface; iface++){
// get the attribute of each face
EG_attributeRet(MODL->body[ibody].face[iface].eface,


"_faceID", &atype, &len, &ints,
&reals, &str);

// record the face id
fID1_inter[iface-1] = ints[0];
fID2_inter[iface-1] = ints[1];
fID3_inter[iface-1] = ints[2];
ifd_inter[iface-1]= iface;

// translate the face id based on the new model
for (i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){
    for (j = 0; j < nfaceOld; j++){
        if (fID1[i] == fID1_inter[j] && 
            fID2[i] == fID2_inter[j] && 
            fID3[i] == fID3_inter[j]){
            ifd_new[i] = ifd_inter[j];
fID1_new[i] = fID1_inter[j];
fID2_new[i] = fID2_inter[j];
fID3_new[i] = fID3_inter[j];
        }
    }
}

// Generate the discrete points based on the new UV
for (i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){
    uv_disc[0] = Ud_temp[i];
    uv_disc[1] = Vd_temp[i];
    status = ocsmGetXYZ(modl, ibd[i], OCSM_FACE,
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if d_new[i], 1, uv_disc, xyz_disc);
   Xd_temp[i] = xyz_disc[0];
   Yd_temp[i] = xyz_disc[1];
   Zd_temp[i] = xyz_disc[2];
}

// if the numbers of faces are different --------------
// update the design parameters and break
} else if (MODL->body[ibody].nface != nfaceOld){
    // update par
    for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PARA2; i++){
        par[i] = par_temp[i];
    }
    break;
}

// updated the result of the face attribute
for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){
    fID1[i] = fID1_new[i];
    fID2[i] = fID2_new[i];
    fID3[i] = fID3_new[i];
}

// regenerate the objective function ---------------------
for (i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){
    gx_temp[i] = (-Xc[i]+Xd_temp[i]);
    gy_temp[i] = (-Yc[i]+Yd_temp[i]);
    gz_temp[i] = (-Zc[i]+Zd_temp[i]);
```
for (i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){
    g_temp[i] = gx_temp[i];
    g_temp[i + NUM_PITS] = gy_temp[i];
    g_temp[i + 2*NUM_PITS] = gz_temp[i];
}

// norm of the objective function -----------------------------
resi_temp = 0.0;
for (i = 0; i < NUM_PITS; i++){
    resi_temp += (pow(gx_temp[i],2) +
                  pow(gy_temp[i],2) +
                  pow(gz_temp[i],2));
}
resi_temp = sqrt(resi_temp/(NUM_PITS3));
residual[iter] = resi_temp;

// recalculate the Jacobian matrix ---------------------------
// generate the derivative of design parameters
for (idv = 0; idv < LEN_PARA; idv++){
    // pick which design parameter will be derivatived
    status = ocsmSetVelD(modl, 0, 0, 0, 0.0);
    status = ocsmSetVelD(modl, dv_ipmtr[idv], dv_irow[idv],
                          dv_icol[idv], 1.0);
    // build the model
    buildTo = 0;
    nbody = 0;
status = ocsmBuild(modl, buildTo, &builtTo, &nbody, NULL);
// generate the derivative of design parameters
for (i = 1; i <= Nface; i++){
    // generate the UVs will be used in ocsmGetVel
    int uvid = 0;
    for (j = NumFacIdx[i-1]; j < NumFacIdx[i]; j++){
        UVs[uvid*2+0] = Us[j];
        UVs[uvid*2+1] = Vs[j];
        uvid++;
    }
    // get the sensitivity for each point
    status = ocsmGetVel(modl, ibd[1], OCSM_FACE, i,
                        NumFac[i], UVs, Vels);
    // put the sensitivity into Jacobian
    int velid = 0;
    for (j = NumFacIdx[i-1]; j < NumFacIdx[i]; j++){
        // derivative of design parameter for coordinates
        J_temp[ Pid[j]             *LEN_JS + idv] = Vels[velid*3+0];
        J_temp[(Pid[j]+ NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + idv] = Vels[velid*3+1];
        J_temp[(Pid[j]+2*NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + idv] = Vels[velid*3+2];
        velid++;
    }
}

// generate the derivative of u and v ---------------
for (itgt = 0; itgt < NUM_PITS; itgt++) {
uv_der[0] = Ud_temp[itgt];
uv_der[1] = Vd_temp[itgt];
// generate the derivative of u and v
EG_evaluate(MODL->body[ibd[itgt]].face[ifd_new[itgt]].eface, 
    uv_der, eval);
// derivative of u
J_temp[itgt *LEN_JS + LEN_PARA] = eval[3];
J_temp[(itgt+ NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + LEN_PARA] = eval[4];
J_temp[(itgt+2*NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + LEN_PARA] = eval[5];
// derivative of v for z
J_temp[itgt *LEN_JS + LEN_PARA +1] = eval[6];
J_temp[(itgt+ NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + LEN_PARA +1] = eval[7];
J_temp[(itgt+2*NUM_PITS)*LEN_JS + LEN_PARA +1] = eval[8];
}

// ILM method update parameter rule ---------------------
// accept, improvement
if (residual[iter] < residual[iter-1]){
    // reduce lambda, move to next iteration
    lambda_sqrt = lambda_sqrt/2;
    // update par
    for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PARA2; i++){
        par[i] = par_temp[i];
    }
    // update g which is the "gradient vector" of objective
    for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PITS3; i++){
        g[i] = g_temp[i];
    }
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// update J which is the Jacobian of objective
for (int i = 0; i < mm; i++){
    J[i] = J_temp[i];
}

// not accept
}

} else {

    // increase lambda, recompute the step
    lambda_sqrt = lambda_sqrt*2;

    // Simulated Annealing which accept result if increaese a little
    if (residual[iter] < exp(progress)*residual[iter-1]){  
        for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PARA2; i++){  
            par[i] = par_temp[i]; // update par
        }

        for (int i = 0; i < NUM_PITS3; i++){  
            g[i] = g_temp[i]; // update par
        }

        for (int i = 0; i < mm; i++){  
            J[i] = J_temp[i]; // update J
        }
    }

} else {

    residual[iter] = residual[iter-1];
    resi_temp = residual[iter];

    if (fabs(residual[iter] - residual[iter-4]) < 10e-8){
        break;
    }
}
```
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// output the result design parameters
for (i = 0; i < LEN_PARA; i++){
    ParD_reslt[i] = par[i];
}

// output the iteration number and final RMS
*iter_reslt = iter;
*resi_reslt = resi_temp;

cleanup: // ----------------------------
FREE(ALL VARIABLES);
return status;

```
Appendix B

Appendix: Readme File for Using MatchCSM

**************************************************************************
* *
* ReadMe file for matchCSM *
* This is the program for fitting the parametric model *
* from the cloud of points *
* *
* Written by Pengcheng Jia *
* Nov.09.2016 at ACML *
**************************************************************************

This folder contains 3 files and one folder.
They are Makefile, matchCSM.c, GenPintsCSM.c and Demo folder.
You should download the Engineering Sketch Pad (ESP) as the platform and OpenCASCAD as geometry library first.

The web you can download these is as following:
http://raphael.mit.edu/ESP/ for OCC680 (choose based on your system)
http://raphael.mit.edu/ESP/archive/ for ESP1.09.tgz

1.1 cd ~/$DISROOT  set the ESP folder as root folder
1.2 Copy the "Makefile" into the $DISROOT/src/OpenCSM. Replace the the original one.
1.3 Copy the "matchCSM.c and GenPintsCSM.c " into the $DISROOT/src/OpenCSM
1.4 Follow the same instruction of building ESP

(2. easy run for testing, if you choose this step, please ignore step 2)
2.1 get into ESPMatchCSM/Demo/Fuselage6
2.2 Copy the "fuselage6Pints.txt and fuselage6Ini.csm " into the $DISROOT/bin
2.3 type the follow into terminal:
   cd ~/$DISROOT/bin ./matchCSM fuselage6Ini fuselage6Pints 15 1.2

2. How to use the program
2.1 "GenPintsCSM.c" (Generate the points of cloud), If you already have the points data that need to be fitted, then skip this process

2.1.1 Open the terminal window

2.1.2 Type the following command in the terminal:

```
cd ~/$/DISROOT/bin ./GenPintsCSM GeometryName(.csm)
```

GeometryName(.csm) is the input of GenPintsCSM function.
It is the geometry model that contains the correct design parameters. Some examples of GeometryName.csm can be found in Demo folder.
Example: ESPMatchCSM/Demo/Box/box.csm

2.1.3 Output results

After running this process, the cloud of points file will be generated in the bin folder and named as
1. "GeometryNamePints" :XYZ of the each points in cloud
2. "GeometryNamePints2" :XYZ and face number of each points in cloud
3. "GeometryNamePar" :design parameters for generating the points

2.2 "matchCSM.c" (Run the fitting algorithm for the points of cloud)

2.2.1 Open the terminal window

2.2.2 Type the following command in the terminal:

```
cd ~/$/DISROOT/bin ./matchCSM GeometryNameIni(.csm) GeometryNamePints(.txt) Cycle Coefficient
```

GeometryNamePints(.txt), GeometryNameIni(.csm), Cycle, Coefficient are inputs for matchCSM function.

1. GeometryNameIni(.csm) is the geometry model that contains the initial guess of design parameters. Some examples of
GeometryNameIni.csm can be found in Demo folder.

Example: ESPMatchCSM/Demo/Box/boxIni.csm

2. GeometryNamePints(.txt) is the cloud of points file that will need be fitted. The format of it should be 3 columns in txt file. The first column are the X coordinates of points, the second coloum are the Y coordinates of the points, the third column are the Z coordinates of the points. This file can be provided by user, or generated in the 2.1 step. Some examples of GeometryNamePints.txt can be found in Demo folder.

Example: ESPMatchCSM/Demo/Box/boxPints.csm

3. Cycle is the maximum number of cycles during running the fitting algorithm. The larger this number, the more accurate of the fitting results, however, the larger this number, the more running time will be needed. Generally, for the sample geometry, this number could be set as 10, for the complete geometry, this number could be set as 15~20.

4. Coefficient is the number that will be used in classification technique. When it is set as larger than 1, during the first several fitting cycles, the points in the junction between two components will not be count. This reduce the mis-classification problem. But for the geometry that contains small parts,
large this number will lead to insufficient points on small faces. Generally, for the sample geometry, this number could be set as 2, for the complete geometry, this number could be set as 1~1.2.

2.2.3 Output results

After running this process, fitting results for the cloud of points file will be generated in the bin folder and named as:

1. "Ini_Parameters" : initial guess of design parameters
2. "InitialB" : discrete of points from initial design parameters
3. "InitialA" : discrete of points after initialization
4. "Result_Fitting" : discrete of points from fitting result design parameters
5. "Result_Parameters1" : result design parameters after 1 cycle fitting
6. "Result_ParametersF" : result design parameters after total fitting process
7. "RMS" : RMS of distances history
8. "Result" : result of design parameters and running time analysis
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Appendix: Example of the Result
File for MatchCSM

*****************************************************************
*                                                        *
*          Finished the LM calculation                    *
*                                                        *
*          This is the final result of the optimization  *
*                                                        *
*          fuselage6 Fitting Problem                      *
*                                                        *
*****************************************************************

=> Total number of points in cloud is 6114
=> [Maximum Cycles, Coefficient Classification] [15, 2.0000000]
=> Total number of cycles for LM is 15
=> Total number of iterations for LM is 146
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=> Total running time for LM is 141.6911080
=> Per Iteration time for LM is 0.8609382
=> Per Iteration time for LM(NoBuild) is 0.5477885
=> ocsmBuild time in per Iteration is 0.3131497
=> The final RMS is 0.0012419

*****************************************************************
* Singal Running Time Analysis *
* This includes singal running time for each function; *
* and also the total running time per Iteration. *
*****************************************************************

=====> Once time for each part <=====  

=> per ocsmBuild(init) time is 0.0843590
=> per tess(init) time is 0.1282840
=> per initial/class time is 0.1199840
=> per ocsmBuild(Jaco) time is 0.0097040
=> per LM function time is 0.0608990
=> per ocsmBuild(attr) time is 0.0850650
=> per attribution time is 0.0049290
=> per objective time is 0.0000620
=> per ocsmGetVel(Jaco) time is 0.0162490
=> per EG_evaluate(Jaco) time is 0.0055440
=> per LM update rule time is 0.0000010
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======> Average once time for each part <=====

==> average per ocsmBuild(init) time is 0.0816946
==> average per tess(init) time is 0.1136664
==> average per initial/class time is 0.1172431
==> average per ocsmBuild(Jaco) time is 0.0096186
==> average per LM function time is 0.0899018
==> average per ocsmBuild(attr) time is 0.0823027
==> average per attribution time is 0.0061358
==> average per objective time is 0.0000988
==> average per ocsmGetVel(Jaco) time is 0.0185507
==> average per EG_evaluate(Jaco) time is 0.0060615
==> average per LM update rule time is 0.0003739
==> average per Iteration time is 0.8609382
==> average per Iteration(NoBuild) time is 0.5477885

*****************************************************************
* * Total Running Time Analysis * *
* This includes total running time for each function; * *
* and also the total running time for each algorithm. * *
* Algorithm includes: * *
* 1. Initialization/Classification * *
* 2. Jacobian * *
* 3. Levenberg Marquart * *
* 4. Attribution * *
* *
*****************************************************************
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====> Total time for each part <=====

==> total ocsmBuild(init) time is 1.2254190
==> total tess(init) time is 1.7049960
==> total initial/class time is 1.7586460
==> total ocsmBuild(Jaco) time is 33.7036740
==> total LM function time is 13.1256680
==> total ocsmBuild(attr) time is 12.0161890
==> total attribution time is 0.8958210
==> total objective time is 0.0144210
==> total ocsmGetVel(Jaco) time is 65.0016470
==> total EG_evaluate(Jaco) time is 0.8849760
==> total LM update rule time is 0.0545840

====> Total time for each algorithm <=====

==> totoal Initi/class time verify = 4.6890610
==> totoal Jacobian time verify = 99.5902970
==> totoal LM time verify = 13.1946730
==> totoal attribute time verify = 12.9120100
==> totoal others time = 11.3050670

====> Total time for each algorithm (No ocsmBuild) <=====

==> totoal Initi/class time verify = 3.4636420
==> totoal Jacobian time verify = 65.8866230
==> totoal LM time verify = 13.1946730
==> totoal attribute time verify = 0.8958210
==> totoal others time = 11.3050670
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**Example of the Result File for MatchCSM**

-> total ocsmBuild time = 46.9452820
-> total time without ocsmBuild = 94.7458260

*****************************************************************
* *
* Result of Design Parameters *
* *
*****************************************************************

-> [ Initial, Result]
-> [ 0.1000000, 0.1017897]
-> [ 2.1000000, 0.9987739]
-> [ 2.6000000, 1.5999559]
-> [ 2.6000000, 1.5999559]
-> [ 1.8000000, 1.0016746]
-> [ 0.1000000, 0.7988748]
-> [ 0.1000000, 0.0969182]
-> [ 2.1000000, 0.9974154]
-> [ 2.6000000, 2.0001656]
-> [ 2.6000000, 2.0000629]
-> [ 1.8000000, 1.2031732]
-> [ 0.1000000, 0.3985131]
-> [ 0.0000000, 0.0000000]
-> [ 2.0000000, 1.0000000]
-> [ 5.0000000, 4.0000000]
-> [ 9.0000000, 8.0000000]
-> [ 14.0000000, 12.0000000]
-> [ 18.0000000, 15.9986388]
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```plaintext
>>> [ 0.0000000, 0.0005694]
>>> [ 0.2000000, 0.0998148]
>>> [ 0.5000000, 0.4000871]
>>> [ 0.6000000, 0.3999738]
>>> [ 0.4000000, 0.3003751]
>>> [ 0.3000000, 0.1997758]
```
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